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American forces 
smash opposition 
on Caribbean isle 
BRIDGETOWN, Barbados 
(AP) -. American forces 
crusheo <l final stronghold of 
Grenada's defenders Thursday, 
but the Caribbean island's 
di~hard i\l3rxi.;t leader was 
reported still resisting the in-
vader;; and holding hostages. 
The United States continued 
to pour hundreds of fresh 
paratroopers into the fight for 
the linv nation. 
Armed l\.bans who had b->en 
holding (lut at Richmond Hill 
pi is(ln, in the hills east of the 
h::rborside capital, SI. 
Gl'orge's, were overrun 
Thursday. 2'" days after the 
l'.S. invasion began, the Pen-
tagon said. 
A second SI. George's 
strong point. the Grenadian 
army headquarters al Fort 
Frederick. was caplured 
Wednesdav, the sources said. 
confirming parlier reports by a 
Barbadian retdio slation. 
Gen. Hudson Austin, Marxist 
head of the island's military 
jUl;~a, hetu been believed to be at 
Fort Frederick. But on Thur-
sdav L .S. intelligence sources 
in \\'ashington said Austin was 
holding hostages on the 
southern part of the island. 
The sources, who would not be 
identified, said thev knew 
neither the nation~:.ty nor 
number of hostages. Hundreds 
of American remain on 
Grenada, many students at a 
medical school near its 
southern tip. 
Reagan administration of-
ficials said. meanWhile, that 
American forces discovered 
"upwards of 1.000" Cubans on 
the island. some 4()() more than 
claimed by the Cuban govern-
ment, and that they were more 
heavily armed than expected. 
The Cuban gove~"ment says 
almost all the Cubans on 
Grenada were airport con-
struction workers who had been 
issued light arms. But the L.S. 
officials said it appeared the 
Cubans may have been plan-
ning a military installation 
there. 
"We got there just in time." 
IT.S. national security adviser 
Robert McFarlane said in 
Washington. 
Th~ Pentagon said the 
casualty toll among thl' almost 
3,()()() V.S. troops stood at eight 
dcad, eight missing and 39 
wounded. 
Students protest 
bicycle regulations 
By Bruce Kirkham 
Staff Writer 
A petition protesting a 
regulation designating the 
Faner Hnll breezeway as off 
limits to bicyclists was signed 
by 503 students Thursday. 
Although Harvey Woods. 
writer of the petition, thinks 
there is a need for greater 
bicycle safety on campus. he 
said barring b;.:yclists from 
ridin~ under or through Fan.~r 
Hall is not the answer. 
The regulation, passed by the 
Univer!>ity's Traffic and 
Parkil g Committee Monday, 
deSignates the Faner Hall 
breezeway as off limits to 
bicyclists at all times. 
\nother regulation passed by 
tne committee prohlbits 
bicyclists from riding through 
the area between the Student 
Center and Faner Hall. 
Woods, a senior in University 
Studies, said that the low ac-
cident ra~e at Faner Hall does 
not warrant the committee's 
action. 
"The statistics do not show 
that Faner is a high-risk area. 
They're banning bicycles in an 
area where the frequency of 
accidents is lowest," he said. 
"To eliminate bicycles from the 
main thoroughfare of the 
University is ahsurd." 
SIU-C Security has It'~piv'?d 
one report vf an accident in the 
Faner Hall area since Jan. 1, 
according to Joyce S~hemonia, 
sL.i.istical clerk for University 
Sef! PROTEST. Page 3 
Fee proposal debated 
Lorraine GUmore of the Head Stnrt pl'~m watehes as 
Tommy Harris. 4. gets a treat ID Smith HaD from LYlieUe 
Kappel. sophomore hi advel1lsIDg aDd pubUe relatioDs. 
Warm Halloween expected' 
Whether you are going to be 
Lriek.or-treating this 
weekend or celebrating a 
traditional Carbondille 
Halloween. the weather 
reports indicate that It should 
be a good three days. 
Forecasts for the 
Halloween weekend caD for 
suaoy. lWindy aod warmer 
weather beginning Friday 
aad continuing dtronghout 
the weekend. PrediCtiORll are 
for ·temperatures ia the 
middle co upper 70s with clear 
skies during the day and mid-
48s during the night. . 
Daylight Savinl(s Time 
i ii,DeS into effect at Z a.m_ 
Sunday, aDd aU clocks should 
be tarned back an hour. III 
case yon are up. don't forget 
the magic moment or you 
may miss your Monday 8 
o'clock. 
gus 
'Bode 
~. 
Gus says tbe people who do 
the Daylight Savings 
schedule den't luIow. about 
Carbondale. where this time 
of year it's spriag back and 
fall forwanl- on your face. 
GPSC votes 
to not support 
~ 10 increase 
Bv John Stewart 
Siaff Writer 
After a half-hour presentation 
by Bruce Swinburne, vice 
president for student affairs, 
and an hour of discussion on five 
separate resolutions, the 
Graduate and Professional 
Student Council voted to not 
support a proposed $10 increase 
in the $30 athletics fee. 
Swinburne made the proposal 
to the GPSC at its meeting 
Wednesday night. Dave 
Rodgers, a graduate student in 
accounting, said he wanted '0 
resolve the fee issue Wednesday 
because the GPSC had spent the 
entire semester considering 
different proposals from 
Swinhurne. 
The proposal began Aug. 31 as 
a $2 increase for the :'epair of 
athletics facilities. At the Sept 
14 meeting it became a $5 in· 
crease for repairs and money to 
cover fiscal shortfalls. At thai 
meeting the GPSC refused to 
support the fee increase without 
concrete projections of income 
from the increase and a list of 
prioritized needs for the money. 
Swinburne returned to the 
council Wednesday with a 510 
increase proposal. which would 
allow for free admissiJn of all 
SIU-C students to all home 
events. COLincii representatives 
attacked the proposal as un-
workable logistically and a pl:,y 
to raise more monev. 
Swinburne apologized for 
asking the council to support 
higher increases as the 
semt>ster \\t~nl b~. 
"It was my error in making 
judgements too quickly. I have 
not ban consistent" he said, 
but "this is my final figure." 
Representatives questioned 
Swinburne's figures, saying 
conditions may ('hange again, 
resulting in a S.5 or more ir.-
crease. 
Rodgers submitted three 
resolutions to try to r 'solve the 
issue, he said. His resolution 
opposing Swinburne'S $11) in-
crease passed, while other 
resolutions calling for a $5 in-
crease and no more than a $5 
increase failed. 
Other resolutions which failed 
were a call to have a cam-
puswide referendum on the 
increase issuf and an 
elimination of the free ad-
mission clause to Swinburne'S 
proposal. 
The voting on three 
resolutions was close. The 
resolutions opposing the $10 
increasL and the resolution in 
support of no increase passed 22 
- 19. The resolution supporting 
a $5 increase lost by the saMe 
vote. 
Reagan: Soviets encourage violence 
WASHINGTON (AP) 
President Reagan charged the 
Soviet lInion on Thursday night 
with encouraging the violence 
in both Lebanon and Grenada 
"through a network of 
surrogates and terrorists." 
The president said ~he 
Ame;ican invasion of Marxlst-
ruled Grenada was necessary 
because "The nightmare of our 
hostages in Iran must never be 
repeated." 
He also "owed that those 
responsible for the bombin~ in 
Beirut that killed 225 Marmes 
and sailors "must be dealt 
justice. They will be." 
In a televised address to the 
nation, Reagan said, "The 
eVf~nts in Lebanon and 
Grenada, tnough oceans apart, 
are closely related. Not only has 
Moscow assisted ana en-
couraged the violence in both 
countries, but it provides direct 
support through a network of 
surrogates and terrorists." 
Reagan said thaI on Grenada 
the United States had assumed 
that several hundred Cubans 
working on an airport runway 
on the southern part of the 
island could be military 
reservists. 
"As it tumed out, the number 
was much larger and they were 
a military force," Reagan s<1id. 
"Six hundred have been taken 
prisoner and we have 
discovered a complete base 
with weapons and com-
munication!' equipment which 
makes it clear a Cuban oc-
cupation of the island had been 
pl::mfl~." 
About 3,000 American forces 
have landed on the island since 
a pre-dawn invasion Tuesday. 
"It is our intention to get our 
men out as soon as possible," 
the president said. 
The president called the in-
vasion was a "brilliant cam-
paign" that is "now m the 
mopping-up phase." 
"Regrettably," he said, 
Cuban President Fidel Castru 
"ordered his men to fight to the 
death and some did. The others 
will be sent to their homeland." 
Reagan said he ordered the 
invasion because of an urgent 
request from Grenada's neigh-
bors "that we join them in a 
military operation to restore 
order and democracy in 
Grenada ... 
"These small, peaceful 
nations needed our help," the 
president said, adding that 
three of the countries do not 
have any arms and the others 
have only limited forces. 
"The legitimacy of their 
request, plus my own concern 
j for our dtizens, dictated my 
decision," said Reagan. "I 
believe our government has a 
responsibility to go to the aid of 
its citizens if their right to life 
and liberty is threatened. 
"The nightmare of our 
hostages in Iran must never be 
repeated," the president said. 
Reagan said that in Lebanon, 
the United States "will do 
everything we can to ensure 
that our men are as safe as 
possibie." 
Public opinion split on Beirut 
and Grenada say lawmakers 
I~y .:Oh~ .Schrag according to David Carle, pro-con tally ~m Tuesday ano 
Star Writer Simon's press aide. Wednesday, railers were about 
Carle said that the response to equally split un the inva!>ion of 
the attack on Grenada has been Grenada anti U.S. presence in 
"about half and half." Lebanon. She said a small 
ft Ides to Illinois lawmakers in 
. ('ongress have been busy an-
0) swer!ng phone calis from state 
resirtents concerning U.S. 
military involvement in 
Lebanon and Grenada. 
P-.blic response to the recent 
events involving U.S. military 
personnel in those two countries 
has been somewhat greater 
than normal. according to staf. 
members in the Washington 
ofrict's of Sens. Charles Percy 
,HId Altln Dixon, and Rep. Paul 
Simor.. And aides said that 
('allers have been about equally 
split about the propriety of U.s. 
military involvement in 
I.t'banon and Grenada. 
Simon's office has received 
about 60 to 70 calls. the majority 
of which have been in response 
to th .. l' .S. invasion of Grenada. 
"The sentiment has either majority of callers, particularly 
been very strong support for the in Chicago, voiced opposition to 
president's firm action or that the Grenada invasion. 
we should get immediately out On Thursday, staff membt:r~ 
and the purpose of our exercise kept an exact r~ord of the 
there is to to,~ple an. unfrient:ily callers' views, and. IIr.! people 
government. he said. supported the U.S. Invasion of 
. On T~es~ay, Per,;y's oHi! ,'S Grenada. while 84 opposed it. 
II! Springfield, . Chicago .•. Ii She said 52 people called 
Washington received a total ·f Thursday to support with-
~ c~lIs about the Grf'~au.J drawing troops from Lebanon. 
Inva~lOn ~nd 126 calls about ~he while t9 opposed withdrawl. 
Mannes In Lebanon, according Dixon's office received :0 
to the RepUblican senator's calls about Grenada and 
press aide. Libby Jones.. Lebanon on Tuesday and 53 
~n Wedm;sday, she said, the calls on Wednesday, with 
offiCes received 238 calls about callers being "roughly split" on 
Grenada and 72 calls about the issues, according to Geo:-ge 
Lebannn. . L~hlman, Dixon's press aide. 
Jones said that although staff Figures were not available 
rn'.··mbers didn't keep an exact from his office for Thursday 
Beirut marchers support U.S. 
BEIRUT lAP) Pr~ 
government l.ebanese carrying 
U.S. and Fren(.h nags rallied 
Thul'sday to shr,w support for 
the muitinational force in 
Lebanon. The Marine com· 
" mander said new security 
measures had been enforced to 
prevent a repeat of the suicide 
bombings that killed more than 
270 Americans and French 
soldiers. 
The death toll from the at· 
tacks at the French and U.S. 
bases continued to rise: 225 U.S. 
servicemen were killed,· ac· 
cording to the Pentagon, and 56 
"'rench soldiers died, according 
to French military officials in 
Beirut. 
The se .. rcil for missing 
bodies, including two Fren-
chmen presumed dead, went on 
at both camps. 
Marines formed long lines at 
their base at Beirut's in-
ternational airport to telephone 
assurances to relatives in the 
United States. Up to 50 Marines 
at a time lined up to use two 
international telephone circuits 
to the United States. 
Sgt. David Lawson, 23, said he 
was waiting to call his mother, 
Shirley Lenartowiz, in 
Philadelphill, and tell her "I'm 
still kicking and aiive and I'D be 
home soon." 
Marine spokesman Maj. 
Robert Jordan said about 750 
calls had been placed by 
midday. He said the phone lines 
would be kept open until every 
Marine and Navy man on the 
base at the time of the blast had 
a chance to place a call. 
Hundreds of demonstrators. 
supporters of President Amin 
Gemayel. marched to the 
residences of the U.S. and 
French ambassadors led by 
Gemayel's I5-year-old 
daughter, Nicole. They carried 
U.S. and French flags and 
banners such as one 
proclaiming, "U.S. Marines -
Heroes Of Peace." 
r----Wews RoundiljJ--
Reportprs allowed into Grenada 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Pentagon gave 12 reporters an 
escorted glimpse of Grenada on Thursday after newspaper 
publishers accused the Reagan administration of mitnkking 
Soviet tactics in barring the media from the battle scene. 
Until the brief roundtrip tour from Barbados - 2%. hours in 
the air and two on the ground - no reporters had been allowed 
to cover the invasion since its start Tuesday. 
r 1 OO-year-old rancher arrested 
GRANTS, N.M. lAP) - A bomb squad was called in 
Thursday to help remove two bodies from an elderly murder 
suspect's ranch, which police feared was guarded with booby 
traps <IS well as vicious dogs. 
Gus Raney, a formp.r deputy sheriff who claims to be 100 
years old, was arrested on murder charges late Wednesday 
after officers discov~red the bodies of two men on his ranch 
about 40 miles southeast of Grants, said Cibola County Sheriff 
Bill Driggers. 
Cuban mU,tar)' presence ret'ealed 
WASHINGTON lAP) - The invasion of Grenada has 
revealed a Cuban presence that was almost double earlier 
American estimates and which included large numbers of 
military personnel who virtually controlled the island's south-
west portion, State Department officials said Tb..rsday. 
At the White House, deputy press secretary Larry Speakes 
said it also appeared th&t Cuba had been planning the con-
struction of a major mili~ary installation on Grenada. 
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Somit returns from Far East 
8v Anne F1asza junior faculty and scholarships the Department of Commerce 
Siaff Writf'r would be offered to SID·C and Community Affairs, and the 
students wishing to study there. Department of Agriculture. 
SJlT·C may open its doors to The Universitv struck a The trade mission brought 
mainland China next Sep· similar agreement with the together representatives from 
tember for the first time, and Chinese University in Hong 16 Illinois firms and leaders of 
the benefit to both countries will Kong. China's .. econd most in-
be an increase in educational In addition to the China dl!strialized area. 
experience, President Albert agreement, Somit and Charles While in Malaysia, 80mit and 
Somit said Thursdav. Klasek, director of In· Klasek discussed extending a 
Somit, who re'turnetl to ternational Education, also $3.4 million Malaysian Air 
campus Monday after a month- ~igned a ~ontract with Force contract with SIU-C to 
long tour of the Far East, said Tribhuvan University in Kat· train aviation mechanics and 
that under agreements with mandu, Nepal. maintenance specialists that 
four universities in China, SIU· The agreement with ends next year. 
C will exchange faculty, Tribhuvan University will bring But according to Somit, the 
students and teaching materials about an exchange of students bottom line of all foreign con-
beginning next fall. and send one faculty member to tracts isn't a dollar sign. 
If the agreements with Nepal per year. In accordance "What will be much more 
Nor the as t ern Nor m a I, with the agreement, three important to the University will 
Liaoning. and Sichuan Nepalese faculty members will be the opportunity for our 
Universities and the Beijing be coming to SIU-C each year. faculty to go abroad and get 
Foreign Language Institute can The project is funded by a that kind of experience," he 
be worked out in time, the plan $44,500 grant from the U.S. said. "We also have the oj)-
would include having up to six Agency for International portunity to bring to this 
faculty members teach English Development. campus specialists whom we 
in China and the option of 80mit said the University also simply couldn't match." 
having other famlty members took part in an agreement During their stay in Nepal, 
accept one-year appointments between the State of Illinois 'md 80mit and Klasek discussed a 
teaching c.;'Jrses in computer Liaoning province in China. possible visit to campus within 
t e c h n 0 log y , bus i n e s s "It represents an agreement the next month by the king and 
management, and tran· by the two groups to enter into queen of Nepal. If the visit does 
sportat:on. expanded commercial and indeed take place, the king 
Chinese universities would econeillic relations." Somit would receive an honorary 
also send senior faculty to SIU· said. degree from SIU-C for his work 
C to teach Chinese art. hislory. 80mit and Klasek joined an in promoting higher education 
and music. Also an exchange of Illinois trade mission headed by in his country. 
------Beg your pardon~' ------
The omISSion of the word 
"no" ('rea ted an error in a 
story, published Thursday on 
Page 2. about the City Council's 
plan for financing the downtown 
eonference center. 
The correct statement was: 
John C. Feirich, Hoye's at- obligations the city would 
tomey, said that he knew of no assume in transfer of a 1981 
obligations of the bond uther revenue bond issue from Stan 
than paying it off, which could Hoye to the city so that a new 
be done on Dec. 14, 1984. 
Issue for conference center 
The sentence referred to financing could b<:: made. 
t"l AND ORGANIC FOODS. BULK GRAINS, 
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PROTEST from Page 1 
Police. The accident involved a 
bicyclist who wrecked after 
hitting a hole, according to 
police repo:-ts. 
The Traffic and Parking 
Committee also approved a 
regulation stating that 
bicyclists must yield to 
pedestrians at all times. 
Clarence Dougherty, vice 
president for campus services 
and chairman of the comm ittee, 
said signs that read "bicyclis'£s 
must yield" will be placl!d 
throughout campus and on n.e 
Route 51 pedestrian overpas$. 
Woods said he will tum the 
petition over to Dougherty for 
the committee's consideration, 
The Traffic and Parking 
Committee is scheduled to meet 
Nov. 14. 
Campus Parking Manager 
Merilyn Hogan said Thursday 
that she and SIU-C St>eurity 
Director Robert Harris Wl'fl' 
drafting a final copy of the 
reguJation. Enforcement will 
begin when the drafting of the 
regulation is completed, shc 
said. 
The Undergraduate Student 
Organization passed a 
resolution Oct. 19 recom-
mending a list of safety 
proposals, to be considered by 
the committee. The lIS0 
proposals were pas~ed as 
regulations by the committee 
Oct. 24. 
Traffic and Parking Com-
mittee member David Williams 
said he would consider alter-
natives to the Faner HaJJ 
regulation, 
Lawsuit filed against airline 
By John Racine 
Staff Writer 
The widow of one of the to 
persons who died in the crash of 
an Air Illinois plane Oct. II filed 
a lawsuit against the airline for 
$10 million in Cook County 
Circuit Court Thursday 
The suit was filed by Jane 
Brown. 51. whose husband, 
Jerome Brown. was killed when 
the twin-engine Hawker-
Siddeley propjet crashed east of 
Pinckneyville. Brown. 52. of 
Homewood, was one Gf seven 
passengers aboard a mgnt from 
Chicago to Carbondale. 
The suit accuses the Car-
bondale-based airline of failing 
"to exercise the highest degree 
of caution" to protect those 
aboard. 
The suit alleges the airline 
was neglectful about main-
taining "a safe and airworthy 
aircraft" and that the plane was 
flown despite known electrical 
problems. The suit also states 
that the airline neglected to 
"attain proper weather in-
formation and analyze it." -
Cause of the crash, which oc· 
curred shortly after 9 p,m, 
during a thunderstorm. has not 
been determined. Investigators 
with the National Tran· 
sportation Safety Board and the 
Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration are continuing a 
study of possible causes. 
~ ~~e~!fg~l:~ (~ ~ 
t- ~ (I) 
~ ~ 1-----------------------------------, I Illinois Liquor Mart Extra Value Coupons 
W Mon·Sat 10-5:30 PhoneS.9·2S41 n 
~'-----------------------------------' rn 1021. JacklOn St. Carlton"a'. 
This is 
no cheap 
pizza! 
ir 
. ~?~ 
';- ~ ',::.+ '4; .. ;if, .. ; •• 
Oh. sure we could cut 
down on the size. use 
artificial cheese. skimp on 
the items and then sell it 
two for one. But we just 
don't believe in doing 
business tllat way. 
For Oller 20 years, weve 
been making the best 
pizza we know how, and 
we've been delivering it 
free, in 30 minutes or less. 
Call us tonight. 
r-------~--------------~ Sl_00 off any 16" pizza 
One coupon per pizza 
Expires: 12/31/83 
Tax included in price. 
Fast, Fnte Delivery-
616 E. Walnut 
Phone: 457-6778 
(East Gate Plaza) 
I Route 127 North • Phone: 887,2300 :. ~ ~~:::,~y ~ ,:::(~tr, ~"~~~ ~11v;ry area L ______________________ J 
~ 19A1 Dtlffl.~ s P.ua. II'\( 
iBUSCH '869 "(Q4~- jP" '-' ! I ii~~·~ I ~ ~j ~1{: I 
I ~M ~ I 
I Valid At Eastgate & ABC·One Coupon Per Customer-Coupon Good Fri. Only ! 
-----------------------------------~ OlD Colony 5 Liter Ilil·,jle MILWAUKEE ~)(Port-A.Tap JL.!' 
~au.-...-8l'.w-~ '99 
'349 t:j .~''". M -- 9 ii;.*I" £. d Y:;:"S;9 ;~~l. 'oo.~~ • ~. . j. lrJ COST! ~~:~1 j~ 
r---------~------------------~-----, 
I """.;,,_ .......... v., .. eou .... ~.~,: I ! Budw-eiser '9~!Of ~~~~~, I 
I 6 Pak Cans -=-,,-:;..- I 
I . I J ___ ~~~~:~!!~~~!~::~~~=:~~==!=!~~~~~ 
"SHOP S,\1ART" . .. AT 
61111;11111: [I ] ~ t 1(,1111];1:1 f!1 ,i I 
EASTGATE ABC 
LIQUOR MART LIQUOR MART 
Wall & Walnut 109 N. Washington 
CARBONDALE CARBONDALE 
549-5202 457·2721 
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City's in a corner 
TilE DISMAL budgeting decisions facing Carbondale city 
government in the near future illustrate the way the governmental 
ht'irarchy in this nation has painted itself into a corner. 
~hen a ~ulti-year federal grant worth over $800.000 to the city's 
~ocl~l se.-Vlce programs runs out this year, wiln it will almost 
~~;::;~~~ go sC'me of Carbondale's commendable social program 
The problem is fundamental: Massive spending at the federal 
level created social programs at all levels that many people have 
come to rely on. But the government, facing exponential growth in 
bud~et deficits, has decided it can no longer afford to maintain 
funding for the programs at the levels attained during more 
prosperous times. Meanwhile, the n~ ror these programs has 
grown. 
MANY SOCIAL programs nationwide are worthwhile - many 
arc not - but the principles of Reaganomics and federal grant 
budgeting contain few provisions for discretion. Budget cuts 
particular.ly. in grants to state cm~ local governments, hav~ 
characteristIcally been as broad as grant guidelines themselves. 
As a result, Carbondale, which was more or less free to use 
federal grant ~oney ~s it wi~hed within broad categories, has also 
been left to decJde which SOCial programs will survive after federal 
money runs oui 
Fortunately, t f city is prepared to make the decision. 
. At the directioo o~ form(!r City Manager Carroll Fry, the city has 
m hand "econometric models" - scenarios of sorts which illustrate 
the sacrifices Carbondale must make to maintain various per-
centages of social service funding. 
I~ DECIDING which model to follow, city officials should try to 
reta~n a sense of compassion for those who need the help of social 
~ervlces the most - and be prepared to bear heat from those who 
need government help the least, but have come to expect it anyway. 
-riLetteIS'---
See a game from inside 
Thls is a letter to all the 
friends and fans of SIU-C 
sports. 
First of all, congratulations to 
the football team for' itS 8-0 
: crord and its No. 1 ranking. 
j'l,at's not just NO.1 in Car-
!,ondale. or NO.1 in Illinois, but 
.'>:0. 1 in the nation! 
Second. I'd like to appeal to 
,dl tht' fans who choose to watch 
the Saluki games from the hill, 
through the fence or from their 
keg in the parking lot. Why 
don't you spend one dollar, buy 
11 ticket and come help fill the 
stands for the victorious 
Salukis? 
As :> former Saluki pl!lyer, I 
know what it means for the 
team to see a full house of en-
thusiastic fans (even though 
there has never been a complete 
sell-out here.) But if the com-
bination of Halloween weekend, 
an 8-0 record, a No.1 ra1'lking 
and a possible playoff berth 
can't fill the stands, then 
nothing can or ever will. 
So let's do it, let's pack the 
stands for the Salukis for 
Hallm,veen and Homecoming 
weekends and lead the Salukis 
to the NCAA I-AA National 
Championship! David 
Featherston, Graduate Student. 
Business. 
\\ W~ -mAT lHE DOORBELL?" 
----~ffe~------------
City role in Halloween 'great' 
Help a ft~iend this weekend 
Two years ago a student 
wandered away from a party 
after a few too m;my drinks, fell 
down on the railroad tracks and 
was hit by a train, resulting in 
the loss of a limb. Possibly, if 
someone was attentive to his 
condition, this accident could 
have been prevented. I am not 
suggesting that people who 
drink need babysitters, but I am 
suggesting that our peers can be 
an asset to our safety. 
It is great that the City of 
Carbondale, along with 
Southern Illinois University. 
has put forth an effort to thin out 
the massive crowds of people 
that storm ut> and down the 
Strip on HallQweNl weekend. 
B~nds, along with beer booths, 
wIll be pIa red along Grand 
Avenue in an attempt to detour 
masses of people from the Strip. 
However, many lialloween 
participants. including myself. 
will end up on the Strip at some 
time or another. 
This letter is being written to 
remind us to keep an eye out for 
our friends and each other while 
partying during this crazy 
weekend. Most of the par-
ticipants will drink and some 
will consume a few too many. U 
an extra effort is put forth to 
watch out for our friends who 
overconsume and show some 
concern for their saflty and 
well-being, this Halloween 
weekend will bp. safer for all of 
us. 
I have thr!'~ :;uggestions in 
regard to this weekend: 1) If 
you are drinking, walk or get 
someon.e else to drive, 2) eat 
somethmg to help absorb the 
alcohol, instead of just filling up 
with liquor and beer, and ;:1 if 
you are drinking, bring 
someone with you. At least you 
wiil have someone to rdy on. 
No matter what action is 
taken, the Strip will will be 
filled with Halloween madness 
again this year. Laughter, good 
times, drinking, partying and 
hundreds of people will fill the 
Strip. So let's enjoy ourselves 
and at the same time look out 
for our friends and fellow 
students. Have a great and safe 
Halloween weekend! - Ellen 
Kruger, Advisory Board 
Member. Alcohol Treatment 
Services 
It's an important day for all Greeks 
Oct. 28 is an important day to 
all Greek people throughout 
the world. It commemorates a 
day over 40 years ago when 
Greece, faced with an 
ultimatum from Mussolini, 
resisted and said no <OXI>. Oct. 
28 is commemorated every year 
in Greece because it reminds us 
of the will to fight in order to 
maintain our independance. 
On that day in 1940, Mussolini 
sent an ultimatum to Greece to 
either let his troops m or face a 
humiliating and costly .... ar. The 
Greeks instead decided to fight, 
and not only resisted, but 
pushed the Italians back across 
Albania. Months later, 
however, the Germans invaded 
and occupied our nation. The 
time between the Italian 
ultimatum and the German 
invasion was invaluable to the 
Allies becau.<:e it gave them 
needed time to prepare. 
"Ochi" day is a symbol for 
the Greeks. It symbolizes a 
small nation's determination to 
fight a superpower for the sake 
of national sovereignty and 
pride. This is important to keep 
in mind especially now. as 
today's superpowers are in· 
vadbg other small nations in 
the world. Thimios 
Zaharopoulos, President, 
Hellenic Student Association 
Search for happiness goes by the book 
IF YOV TOOK at face value 
everything you read in the new 
wave of "live a better life" 
books, you'd he 20 pounds 
thinner. able to cope wHia .. ll the 
problems presented by the new 
"sexually free" generation, 
running every day until your 
calves exploded - and you 
could very well be living in 
~ Nacogdoches, Texas. 
How's that? Simple. 
Nacogdoches is one of the 50 
best cities in America to live in, 
according to Hugh Bayless, 
author of "The Best Towns in 
America - A Where-to-Go 
Guide for a Better Life." 
But you don't have to go all 
the way to the Lone Star State to 
find one of Bayless' 50 first-
team cities - Carbondale is one 
of them, too. So is Quincy. 
. ('''hicago, unfortunately, didn't 
make the cut. 
I GUESS that's why the folks 
at the Chicago Sun-Times got so 
upset. That paper rar an 
.. ',Iitorial on Wednesday to take 
Jay 
· Small 
Editorial Page Editor 
poke at Bayless' book. 
"C"nicago's not on the list," 
the editorial said. "Neither are 
any of its suburbs. Illinois is 
'represented by quaint Quincy 
and by Carbondale, whlch has a 
university but not much else." 
At first glance upon this 
sentence, I was appalled. After 
all, I was born here, and lived 
every bit of three weeks af-
terward here (whlch didn't give 
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me mu{'h time to memorize 
strept names). I now live here 
once again, and I don't like 
being put in the category of "not 
much else." 
Besides, there's plenty to do 
in Carbondale. 
YOU CAN EAT" You can 
drink. You can eat, drink and be 
merry - thousands of students 
through the course of this city's 
history have proven it beyond 
doubt. 
But while the crack about 
"not much else" was a low shot, 
the tmderlying theme of the 
editorial was right on the mark: 
you ':an't use population, t'UC 
rates, hlstory, safety and water 
systems as criteria for deciding 
wherE you will be most hatlPY. 
That's what Bayless tries to do. 
Carbondale's not a bulging 
metropolis by any means - so 
those people who like crowtis just wouldn"t be happy, save 
IDliybe on the Strip at 
Halloween. The tax rates are 
moderate, but somebody 
somewhere may like paying 
taxes - so that person is out. No 
president was ever born here or 
lived here, though a couple have 
visited here. Sorry, history 
buffs. 
THEN THERE'S the question 
of safety. The book says that 
"there are no natural hazards 
near Carbondale." That's just 
plain wrong. Somebody forgot 
the New Madrid Fault, which 
could level much of this town 
should Ma Nature go into 
convulsions. 
'! And I know a lot of people who 
Just don't feel safe walking the 
streets at night around here. 
Maybe if they read this book, 
they'd get over it. Here's to 
hoping it will be a big seller 
among rape and assault victims 
citywide . 
These are not particularly 
nice things to say about one of 
the 50 best of anything. Let's be 
realistic, though - we're not in 
this town just because we like 
the taste of the water, and 
particularly not because we 
trust the hood walking behind us 
on the street. 
I'M HERE to get an 
education. My wife is happy 
with her job here. My friends 
are here. My family is close at 
hand. None of these factors 
makes this a good city to live in 
for anyone but me. 
I'm sure that whoever wrote 
the Sun-Times editorial feels 
the same way about Chicago. It 
may not meet Bayless' criteria, 
but an those millions of people 
must have some reason, if 
germane only to themselves, for 
being in the Windy City. 
"Those burgs undoubtedly 
are cleaner, safer and cheaper 
than Chlcago, but that doesn't 
make them 'best,'" the Sun-
Times said. "All that says is 
that you can make sure nothing 
bad happens·to you by mov!ng 
someplace wh!,,'e nothmg 
ha¥ra~·~e. But I sus ct, at 
any rate, that NaCogdoc\:s is a 
nice place to live - I just 
wouldn't want to visit there. 
--~cus------------
Federal grant running out 
• City grapples with social SerVICeS 
By Paula J. Finlay 
Staff Writer 
IT'S .\ simple rule of 
budgeting: When the income 
lessens. cuts have to be made to 
make a budget balance. 
This year a multi~year 
federal grant that supplied 
$816,044 to Carbondale's social 
service programs in 1983-84 will 
run out. City officials are facing 
decisions about how and if they 
will maintain those programs. 
A study directed by former 
City Manager Carroll Fry in 
August produced four 
hypothetical budgets showing 
courses the council can take to 
keep social services alive in 
1984-85. 
downgraded to sergeant and 
three sergeants would be 
downgraded to patrolman. 
At 100 percent, the fire 
department's contribution, 
$108,040, would force 
replacement of two retiring 
firefighters wiiiJ two current 
fire inspectors, decT'ea:;ing the 
departments fire safety 
pr~ram. 
'" will have to abide by 
C()'J!lcil decisions," Fire Chief 
Charles McCaughan wrote in 
the budget report. "However, I 
do not agree with 100 percent 
funding of progldms whereby 
very few benefit and cause the 
loss of some very important 
basic services." 
Administration 21.Bl % 
$ln,979.10 
Housing Rehabilitation 26.71 % 
$217,965.30 
Code Enforcement 4.9% 
$39,986.00 
Demolition 3.06% 
$24,970.90 
Fiscal Year 1983 
Total: $816,044 
CALLED ECONOMETRIC 
modeis, the budgets show the 
impact on other city services of 
transferring money from their 
budgets to social programs at 
levels of 100, 75, 50 and 35 
percent of current social ser-
vires. 
Social programs need $816,044 
for 100 percent, $285,615 for 35 
percent. 
OTHER BASIC agencies that 
would face budget cuts to 
supply social servic.es: finance, 
general services, executive 
agencies, public works, com-
munity development, and lake, 
recreation and forestry. 
If cuts in general services 
reduce those agencies' ability to 
function well, the problem is 
equally bad on the social ser-
vicE' side of the coin, socbl 
workers say. 
Graphic by Troy Brown 
This is the way social service funds were divided Community Development Block l"lrant tfrat 
in fiscal year 1983-84. Carbondale's social funded $816,044 worth of social services in that 
programs are facing lean times due to the loss of a fiscal period. 
Understanding the models is 
like getting "a hand on a 
cloud." Robert Stalls, human 
resources director, s:\id. 
The council will begin trying 
to get its hands on the cloud in 
November, but will not make 
final decicions about funding 
levels untH after new City 
Manager William Dixon arrives 
Dec. I. 
UNDER ANY transfer the 
council decides to make, both 
general and social services face 
cuts. 
For example, according to 
the models, the $241,193 the 
police department would have 
to give up at the 100 percent 
level of social services would 
cost three patrolmen's jobs. 
Three lieutenants would be 
"What it's going to come 
down to is, are we going to build 
streets or deliver health care?" 
said Ken Robinson, ad-
minstrator of the city's com-
prehensive health program. 
But Robinson pointed out that 
health care is not a stranger to 
bu~et cuts. 
"through the last il'even 
years, we've taken decrease 
after decrease," Robinson said. 
Health received $125,000 -
over one-third of its budget this 
year - from the HUD grant. 
HEALTH SERVICE provides 
medical and dental care on a 
fee scale based on clients' in-
comes. Some users of health 
care are students' dependents, 
has services for the elderly. 
The clinic, operating half-
time. serves about 150 people a 
month. 
If the health service is closed, 
Robinson said he does not know 
where its clients will go for 
medical care. 
The same is true for the city's 
child care service, Donna 
Haynes, child care ad-
ministrator, said. 
OPERATING IN the Eurma 
C. Hayes Center, Child Care, 
which received about half its 
budget, or $230,000, from HUD, 
provides day care for children 
whose parents work or go to 
school. About 150 children per 
day are enrolled in Child Care. 
Stalls said. The program also See MODELS, Page 6 Scott Ratter Donald Monty 
Elderly, young appreciate local social programs 
By Patrick Williams 
Starr Writer 
She has rheumatoid arthritis and is 
confined to a wheelchair, but the 
woman's unlined face and black hair 
make her look much younger than her 
62 years. 
"I look like I could jump up and scrub 
these walls, don't I~" she asked, 
smiling. 
But far from being able to scrub 
walls, she cannot even open the door to 
her small white house in northeast 
Carbondale. And after recent 
operations on her leg and hip, and 
therapy at SIU-C, she is just now 
capable a using a walker occasionally 
and briefly. 
THE WOMA.", who asked not to be 
identified, is one of about 85 elderly 
people receiving home health service 
from Carbondale'S Comprehensive 
Health Program, a service that she 
says keeps her out of a nursing home. 
The program is threatened by the 
expiratioil of a federal grant that had 
funded it. 
"You're young. You just don't realize 
what home means," she said, sitting in 
a living room containing her son's 
racquetball trophies and photographs 
of grandchildren, 
To remain in the house where she and 
her husband have lived since 1941 
requires getting the 10 hours a week 
that health workers provide, 
straightening her house and doing 
chores that she and her husband are 
unable to do. 
HOME HEALTH service is one of 
four programs offered by the Com-
prehensive Health Program, located in 
the Eurma C. Hayes Center. It also has 
a medical and dental clinic and a 
transportation service for the elderly, 
health administrator Ken Robinson 
said. 
"We're helping a lot of the elderly 
people in Carbondale," Robinson said. 
"We feel like we're keeping a lot of 
people out of nursing homes." 
Health services are offered on a fee 
scale based on client income, Robinson 
said. The woman described above, 
whose husband is a retired ~IU-C 
employee, does not have to pay for the 
service she has received during the 
past six years. She said the service is 
invaluable to her, 
"It gets us through the day and takes 
a load from our shoulders," she said. 
NOT JUST older people are being 
threatened by the loss of the federal 
money. 
The Child Care program at the 
Eurma C. Hayes Center is also en-
dangered. The program is a low-eost 
day-care service also based on the 
ability to pay. 
Marie Williams, a 21-year mother of 
two and a student at John A. Logan 
College, depends on the program, 
Without it, she said, she would have to 
quit school. 
Williams and her husband, who is a 
student at SIU-C, work at Sears in the 
University Mall. 
THEIR SON Dion, 5, attends the day-
care program aIter getting .qut oI 
kindergarten in the mornings. Their 8-
month-old daughter Kawana is too 
young to use the program - 14 months 
is the minimum age - and stays with 
friends and a babysitter. 
Dion likes day care as much as home, 
since there are' few children his age 
living nearby, Mrs. 'Williams said. They 
pay $3 per week to keep him in the 
program, while other day-eare services 
cost as much as $65 a week. 
Williams said she wants to study 
cosmetology at Logan. 
"You can't really find a job around 
here unless you have a lot of ex-
perience," she said. 
THE WILLI,\MS family is one of 
about 150 who use the child care 
program, administrator Donna Haynes 
said. 
Haynes said she does not know where 
those families will go if the program is 
eliminated, but added that the 
possibilty of cuts comes with the 
territory. 
"It's not somet~ing we're pulling our 
hair out about," she said. "One of the 
attributes cf child care people is that 
we've always been under fire. It's just a 
little closer to home this time." 
ROBINSON SAID the health program 
has also suffered systematic cuts since 
its inception about 13 years ago. But 
cuts or not, he said, the people in the 
program continue to make errorts to 
serve. 
"We've got some dedicated people 
who are her" ~cause they want to help 
people," he said. 
One of those "dedicated people" is 
Carrie Masley. a worker in home health 
service who assists the elderly. 
MOSLEY HAS worked for Com-
prehensive Pealth for two years, She 
said her training for the job consisted of 
having nine children, and 21 grand-
children, and taking care of her 
husband, who suffered a stroke several 
years ago. 
Mosley works 40 hours a week in the 
program and is paid minimum wage. 
But even without pay, she said, she 
would still try to help the five people she 
works with. i 
'" feel like it's my duty. As long as , 
help somebody, it makes me feel good 
too," she said. ' 
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MODEI..~ from 
Page 5 
Fees an, based on parents' 
income. 
Other social services include 
('ode enforcement, housing 
rehabilitation and demolition, 
community development ad-
mir.istration and human ser-
viL~s administration. 
But not all the money needed 
for social services would have 
to come from general services. 
For the past seven years, about 
half the city's revenue-sharing 
fU'lds .- federal money with 
almost no strings attached -
\\-as used to payoff the bonds 
fo:, the northwest wastewater 
trea!ment illant, Interim City 
Manager Scott Ratter said. 
In the budget models, that 
mont;-~· was applied to social 
servict>s, Ratter said. At each 
level of social service funding it 
was determined how much 
money would have to be ob-
tained' from other sources, and 
the $265,000 was applied to that 
amount. Then general fund 
department heads were asked 
to cut their budgets to make up 
the difference at each 
hvpotheti<::al level. The cuts 
\\:ere made proportionately to 
each department's share of the 
total hu(lget, he s;~id. 
AT THE 35 percent level, for 
example, the revenue-sharing 
money would cover all but 
about $20,000 needed to fund at 
that level. Instead of dividing 
s~o.ooo seven ways, the task 
forC'{; decided to take it fl'om 
~o\':ernment executive agencies 
aad organizations. 
The models do not show the 
complete $265,000 at every 
level. because when depart-
ments began making 
hypothetical budgets, they had 
to make cuts to stay within their 
dollar limits, Donald Monty, 
community development 
director, explained. 
The cuts could not always be 
made in dollar amounts; 
sometimes a whole program or 
department had to go. When the 
department heads cut more 
than they had to, l"ae surplus 
was put back into general 
revenue sharing, he said. 
In a memo to Fry that was 
included with the econometric 
models, Monty stressed that 
cuts or additions do not have to 
be across the board and that 
there js "nothing magic about 
the percentage levels." The 
COunCI! could chose to "mix and 
match," funding one social 
service rrogram at 100 percent, 
another dt 75 pt>:-cent and 
another at zero, 
MONTY Sl'GGESTED that 
the council first decide whj(;h 
social service programs it 
wants to continue and at what 
funding levels, keepir.g in mind 
the potential impact on other 
budgets. 
Egyptian Drive In 
R: '48 n~11 'e Wm\on Cn a 'on-' 988 8'1& 
Admission $1.00 
plea open 6:4S Ibow Iran. 7:30 
Fri-Sat 
1. Dawn of the Dead 
2. Mother's Day 
3. Zombies 
4. Motel Hell 
Costume contest Fri & Sat 
lst prize lobster dinner 
2nd prize steak dinner 
and much more! 
Sun. Dawn of the Dead 
Zombies 
New manager's resume 
includes funding tf:ork 
By Paula J, Finlay 
Stan Writer 
Funding social services is 
n'lthing new to William Dixon, 
Carbondale's newly selected 
city manager, That's one of the 
reasons he got the job. 
When the Carbondale City 
Council b€gan searching for a 
manager to replace Carroll 
Frv, who retired Sept. 1 after 11 
years, one of the qualities it 
·vanted was experience in social 
service funding. Dixon, the 
council's No.1 choice. had that 
experience. 
Dixon will I.ake the manager 
post Dec. 1 after nine years in 
Glen Ellyn, where he is village 
administrat' Jr - a job similiar 
to city ma,.ager. There he has 
served 01' the United Way board 
for five' rears and has obtained 
feder"ffunding for a familty 
shelter service for battered 
wives ar.d to improve the 
village's accessibility to han· 
dicapped, 
His experience includes work 
with youth programs and senior 
citizen support services such as 
transportation, meals and 
housing. He also obtained 
funding for a home for elderly 
peoDle who are living with their 
chi! Jren but must find another 
place to stay for a short while -
when their children go on 
vacation, for example. 
Dixon said that he is aware 
that Carbondale is faced by 
decisions about social service 
funding, One of the first things 
he'll do when he begins his new 
jvb will be to • 'find out from city 
officials the avenues already 
explored" for funding 
possibilities. 
Dixon said the econometric 
models Fry directed, a study 
sl.owing alternaf'rt!s for social 
service funding i .. 1983-1984 as a 
major federal grant ends, will 
help the council and him form 
next year's budget. 
FOX EASTGATE 
WI:IUU:NBERG THEATRES 1----.... 
All"'" n.1I 'oC. ... lty ...... Hour Ihow Onlyl 
IHI .... t '0 Ihowtl_llIIIl.tee I"'" Hour Show 
They're eight old friends who haven't seen e~h 
other since the sixties. Searching for something 
they've lost And all they need is each other. 
SHOWI1MES 
.fBI. (5:ooRHS) 
7:00.9:00 
11:00 
.saL 
HX),3:OO 
(5:OORHS) 
7:00,9:00 
11:00 
~ 
1:00,3:00 
(5:OORHS) 
7:00,9:00 
Touch of N oture program to offer trips 
Three trips are being offered through the Big Bend National 
during Thanks~ivillg break by Park in Texas. Also, another 
Touch of Nature's Southern group of backpackers will visit 
Outdoor Adventure Recreation the Grand Canyon and the 
Program. Colorado River. 
From Nov. 18 to No\·. 20, a 
cave exploration trip will be 
taken through a t least three 
Southern Illinois' caves. 
From Nov. 18 to No\,. 26, a 
h ............ :n""plr-;n", t,..i" ".q, be ta~~E'n 
Transportation, equipme~t 
and food will be prOVided. No 
previous experience is needed. 
Those interested may contact 
Joe St~ho at 529-4161. 
PlIka Pre-School to hold Halloween party 
Puka Pre-School will have a 
Halloween party for children 
ages 2 to 8 from 1 to 2:30 p.m. 
and 3:30 to 5 p.m. Saturday. 
The parties are open to all 
children in the community. 
Treats, games and awards for 
thp ",,<:, ('o<:tllmcs will be 
featured. 
The cost is $1 per child, and 
those interested may call 457-
7801 or ;;49-0153 for reservations. 
The pre·school is );,cated in 
the basement of the Wesley 
Foundation. 816 S. Illinois Ave. 
THE FIRST CASUAlTY 
OF WAR IS THE TRtrrH, 
NICK NOLTE GENE HALlMAN 
JOAN!';,\ CASSIDY 
Fri(4:15@1.75l, 7:00, 9:45 
Sot(! :30,4: 15@1.75). 7.00, 9:45 
Sun(12:30, 3:15@1,75}, 6:00, 8:45 
MICHAEL T£~j MR-AArlM 
t<£ATON r,An. ., .I~ _ • 
Fri(500@1.75). 7:00. 9:15'---
501(1:45, S:00@1.75), 7:00. 9:15 
Sun (1:15. 75). 5:~5. 9:00 
COME PLAY TRICKS WITH:/PC 
DRESS UP & SCARE THE AGGIES TO 
DEATH 
at the Halloween Tail-Great Party. Oct. 29th. II am 
in The Free Forum Area. 
"\~iDii will be there spinning tunes. 
Best ovei-iii'Taiisate Party wins a barrel of fun. 
I" Pre-reSister at the SPC office. 3rd floor. Student Center. -,RIcK Also win great prizes in a costume·contest ~ • Most original • Best group • Best overall 
. ()tJn'f "rgef fhe 8eer Can Iculpturing CtJntSft g flce painting. 
... ,.. ....... BwC,d.rl- PUr'lPKI" CARVIHG COJITEST 
BrinflllfryflMgiffrftiltlfd/"fFrHF""",Ar" Bring to "orth .nd of th. Bookstor. by 10Clm. Evwrybody stop by 
Ntwtlll ",.-NHtI IEtdrin j-If" Ity lrififillity). & vot. Cit th. "orth SolldtCltlon II rva from lOCI m-2 m. 
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JOHN HURl 
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lJlr:O DE JIJJRE';TI!S PRESENTS 
"THE J:,~:J rcr,E A [1AI!O CRCNE\EfRG P.LM 
CHR:srJFliEr W~LK:~i BRCQ1([ ADA,I,IS 1QI,I Sl:ERRm 1ER8£~ LeM 
"~~;T40':YZER3E COLLm;)m~psr 1'"1J"tART~j~EN~'(je;~· 
:.,:<:y~ c.."ffi;X~ a'"il.~ra'[Bl "i \:iCH~EL IlAME); . 
ScreeTei ~.ltFREY 2I}IM 
3c..'-.'1J '"f "'~ \:,).~ r, STEC<;P. Ni:G il::o..o:'O ':); )ESR~ HILL ,"""" 
R ~~::~~~l.~.'~tb~~.oj·,~~:\;·_~:~~O} ~"~: 
All SHOWS $2 BEFORE 6 P M 
DAILY 
SHOWS DAILY 
1 :00 3:00 5:00 7: 109:20 
... an erotic loolc at the 
b"S;neSs~ P~.ShtLite 
~! "'9 SI.,,;ng 
) ~ Bridgette Monet 
Lonl Sand'ers . Dorothy LeMay 
Honey Wilder. Ginger. Monerica 
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Br01Vlte shifts over to rock SOlLnd 
II~' :\lichal'l :'I;l'lson Ai b ;~~;;'o:~:::"'-"I .. w,.n I. IIp-d~~~ 
"Open the door. Baby turn on 
tht' light. There's gonna be a 
party tonight, for a rocker." 
.Who penned those lyrics? Eddie 
Money, perhaps? Or how about 
Ozzy Osbourne? Nope. It was 
Jackson Browne. 
L.A. 's "prE'co<:'ious preter.· 
der" is back from a three year 
hiatus from recording with his 
first genuine rock and rolI 
record ever. Although the LP, 
"Lawyers in Love" has been out 
about three months, many 
radio stations are just now 
starting to pick up on the 
record 
With the exception of "Say It 
Isn', True," another aspiring 
anti-war anthem, all the tunes 
on "Lawyers" are uptempo 
rockers. Fans of E'arlier records 
like "For Evervman" and 
"Late for the Sky"-are bound to 
be disappt')inted with the ap-
parent lack {If substance to 
Browne's new material. 
Part of the reason for the shift 
to the more pronounced rock 
sound of "L::wyers" owes tc the 
conspicuous absence of 
longtime sideman David Lin-
dley. Lindley, virtuoso guitarist 
and master of all things 
stringed, amicably parted ways 
with Browne's band in 1981 to 
form his own band, El Raya-X. 
What Lindley took with him was 
an immeasureable, integral 
part of Jackson Browne's 
sound. Lindley's searing lap 
steel solos on "Running on 
Empty" and his poignant violin 
playing on "Before the Deluge" 
and "The Crow on the Cradle" 
perfectly articulated Browne's 
equally moving lyrics. 
But after nearly 10 years 
touring and recording with 
Browne, Lindley felt the need to 
branch out into a group of his 
OWII. 
This left Browne several 
musical options: he could have 
t>ither tried to replace Lindley, 
a nearly impossible task, or he 
{'ould augment his sound by 
adopting a very different ap-
proach to his music. 
That choice came with fro" 
selection of Rick Vito, a razor-
sharp guitarist. to join 
Browne's band as its new lead 
guitarist. Originally Danny 
Kort(:hmar, a longtime Br' wne 
alumnus, was to tour Witll the 
band, but had previous 
recora;ng obligations. Vito's 
ringing bottleneck guitar 
dominates most of "Lawyer's" 
tunes. And most of the time it 
works. Vito's frenetic solos 
work well within the context of 
such ro .... ~kers as "Cut it Away," 
"For A Rocker," and the title 
cut. 
But let's back Ip a bit. Sub-
stac<:'e. It's seem,,'gly on short 
supply on "Lawyers in Lcv~." 
I10t that substance has to tak~ 
~he form of deep lyrical in-
trosp' ction, as it did in 
Browne's past. "The Preten-
der," perhaps his fi:1est album, 
was the result of a deeply 
emotional catharsis, spurred by 
the suicide of his wife, Phyllis 
Major. 
But lack of substance is not to 
imply that "Lawyers in Love" 
is not a good record. On the 
contrary, it's a great record. 
l).'!. that's where the problem 
lies. A lot of people are making 
great records, but very few are 
writing great songs. If this is 
Jackson Browne for the '80s, I'll 
take the (lId one. Da vid Lindley, 
whel'e are you? 
Let's Active-"Aroot" 
Not since the heyday of Phil 
Spector's "wall of sound" can 
such a unique and powerful 
sound be attributed to an in-
dividu.al record producer. His 
name is Mitch Easter and his 
playground is the Drive-In 
Studio, nestled in the quiet 
abandon of Winston-Salem, 
N.C. 
Actualiy a converted garage, 
Mitch's Drive-In has been the 
recOlding choice {or bands like 
R.E.M., the Bongos, Chris 
Stamey and Beat Rodeo. Each 
of the aforementioned group's 
LPs are marked with a 
distinctive ringing '60s guitar 
style, currently dubbed as the 
"Winston-Salem" sound. 
Easter, a talented guitarist, is 
a former member of the short-
lived Sneakers, which also 
featured Chris Stlmey, late of 
the dB·s. Easter, along with 
bassist Faye Hunter and 
drummer Sara Romweber 
constitute a wonderful pop trio 
called, Let's Active. 
Freshly signed to the 
burgeoning I.R.S. label 
IR E.M .. Wall of Voodoo, 
Fleshtones). Let's Active has 
released a six-song debut en-
titled, "Afoot." From the first 
ringing notes of Mitch's beach-
driven guitar on "Every Word 
Means No," it's clear thaI this is 
going to be a fun record. Easter 
opts for lyrical simplicity, lest 
anything like words get in the 
way of his music! 
& SHOW THEN i This Halloween Weekend i 
Saturday. October 29th 
Hauntinl!ly •• Humunl!ous·· 
Costume Part" 
Wear a costume-llou mall win ••. 
But you 50 sliver dollars I sf place 
don't need 0 25 Silver dollars 2nd place 
cc:~~:::",~od I 0 silver dollars lrd place 
enjoy greot music by Whlakey River 
TO RESERVE A TABU CALL 54'-1221 
This Friday: 
"Treat" yourself to 
Charlie T. 
and 
Th~ Amazing 
Wayne Higdon 
on fiddle 
A §..., II ctOIIy 
tMtO.AIt1y_W 
INI ctMItI ......... 
FREE HOE-DOWN lESSONS 
Big Twist, Jason and gangs 
to treat fans to free concert 
Ih Tf'rn Lf'\'f'ckf' 
E~tf'rta{nmf'nt Editor 
* Films Presents .. 
TONIGHT 
Stephen King's 
Irs Homecoming Ihis 
weekend for two band leaders 
who will play at the east end of 
the Recreation Center Saturdav 
night. . 
Jason and the i'r.shville 
Scorchers and Big Twist and 
The l\lellow Fellows will treat 
Halloween partiers to a Cree 
concert. beginning at 8 p.m. 
Jason Ringenberg. a Car· 
bondale alumnus. and the Nash· 
ville Scorchers are up and 
coming on the national record 
charts with their second EP 
"Fervor." 
The jazzy blues oC Big Twist 
and his Mellow Fellows have 
entertained Carbondale crowds 
countless times. The group's 
last visit to Carbondale was in 
November 1982. 
The band re·formed in 
January, centering itself 
around three original mem-
bers: saxophonist Terry 
Ogolini. guitarist Pete Special. 
Big Twist. 
The trio picked up 
keyboardist Sid Wingfield: 
drummer Willie Haves from 
l\lighty Joe Young's band: Sly 
Stone's trumpeter Don Tienuto: 
trombonist Jim Exum from 
Amusement Park: and the 
original Mellow Fellow bassist. 
Tango West. 
The group is gaining the 
limelight through a video of a 
song oCf their new LP, "Playing 
for Keeps" on Alligator 
Records. The video, "300 
pounds of Heavenly Joy." has 
been picked up by Music 
Televison and the Black En-
tertainment channel, according 
to publicist Nancy Doyle. The 
video is also being distributed 
through Rock America. the 
distributor for thc nation's 
video clubs. 
The show will open with the 
debut of a local band. Hostage 
Flamingos. The music should 
last until I a.m. 
If it's raining the concert will 
be in Ballroom D of the Student 
Center. The concert is spon-
sored by several campus groups 
and is an SPC Consorts 
production. 
HIGH STYLE 
HAIRSTYLES 
Make the most of what 
nature Qave \IOU with a 
haircut' and' blow dry 
Headlines. $3.00 off from 
Oct. 24-29. Call 457-2612 
for an appointment with 
Elva. Kyle, TIm or Amy . 
.lelce 
Relail ProduclS Cenler 
/llJ E. Walnut. Carbondal. 
Offlc.ln tM ParI!. Suit. 10 
Mon-Fri"5 Th-F"8 
STYLING SALON 
--~~--~~~---
Big Twist and The Mellow Fellows (shown here) and Jason and the 
Nashville Scorchers will give a rree concert Saturday night, 
7 &9:15pm 
3pm Matinee Today 
SUNDAY 
Nagisha Oshima's 
THE CEREMONY 
7 &9:15pm 
Evening Shows $1.5D-Matiness $1.00 
Student Center Auditorium 
When you do it, do it with Style. Heileman's Old Style. 
Pure brewed, fully Kraeusened, for a taste that11 blow you 
away. Makp it worthwhile-make it Old Style. 
For a full-COlor 17' • 22 0C Old Slyle poster 01 th,.ad send SI 00 ,0. 
MOTORCYCLE POSTER OFFER 
500 Th"d Avenue West. PO 90.<;·34057 Seattle. WA98t2' 
.. _---------------
.... "Daily E"gyp!ian: Uctc5lfel-'2IT, 1ll8:f, "Pllge 9 
f ••• 't'. n • .(. ...... _·, .. 11.IIr;- ~'l' 't. ~~1.1 1..' F·J.~ f 
Jackson Browne will combine 
'70s and '80s mllsic at Arena 
8\' Usa Sichols 
sian Writer 
The name Jackson Browne 
conjures up different images for 
different people. Fans who have 
followed him through the '70s 
probably think of him as a 
poetic songwriter who draws 
upon his own experiences to 
create somewhat disillusioned 
introspective lyrics in songs like 
"Doctor My Eyes," "The Load-
Out" and "Running on Empty." 
But anyone who has followed 
his singing and songwriting 
career into the '80s has noticed 
that Browne's lyrics have 
changed; he no longer seems to 
be searching for himself. 
In Rolling Stone magazine, 
Browne's guitarist Danny 
Kortchmar tried to explain the 
transition. "I think Jackson was 
feeling burdened by the image 
of Jackson Browne as a tragic 
figure, a thoughtful, brooding 
guy who reads poetry and plays 
concerts for weepy college 
girls." 
rocker image, with beats that 
outweigh the words. Com-
menting on "Somebody's 
Baby" in Rolling Stone, Browne 
s:!id, "it was hard to write a 
song about so little." 
Hut Browne has not aban-
doned writing mE'aningfullyrk's 
completely. "Cut It Away," 
from his latest album, 
"Lawyers in Love," is perhaps 
the most confessional of all the 
songs he's penned to date. 
Browne is sure to offer 
something for everyone who 
catches his concert Friday in 
the Arena. Fans can expect to 
hear Browne's older, almost 
classic, songs from the '70s, as 
well as the upbeat rock and roll 
tunes of the '80s, 
Tickets are $10 and $12 and 
can be purchased at Plaza 
Records or the Arena Special 
Events Ticket Office. The show 
starts at 8 p,m. 
~IIII11I1I11IIII11I11IIII11I11III1I11Il1I!!UIiiI!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll111111 
! S.I.O. Students I 
! Time to book reserva lions for i 
~ Thanksgiving and Christmas ! 
~ Breaks. We sell all Domestic ~ 
~ & International Airline Tickets = I & Amtrack. I 
= == IB 701 S. University !!! 
§ and 54'·7347 ~ 
! A Travel Service, Ltd. ~ 
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Huff's Has Complete Auto Repair 
____ -- Service" 
~-.. '. F .0. rAil Mckes & Models. Foreign & Domestic Expert Radiator. Heater Repair - .'. -New Radiator, and Heaters In Stock· i~~":"\' Huffs Radiator & Auto Center ;;;.~2~~fjr.'.~ 316 W. Willow )l ~"J\::;;\. ~ Carbondale I,,~ - - . 549-5422 
Kortchmar said that he 
thought that the idea of being "a 
rocker" intrigued Browne. "In 
the Seventies," Kortchmar 
said. "you were supposed to be 
sensitive, poetic, introverted. 
But it gets boring walking 
around in '60s prole dress, when 
sometimes you feel like putting 
on sleeveless T ·shirts and 
shcking back your hair." 
Songs like "Boulevard," 
"Lawvers in Love" showcase 
Browne's new lightweight 
Weiss to perform 
trom bone recital 
Music instructor Robert 
Weiss will peform a recital on 
alto and tenor trombones ac-
<,ompanied by Donald Bea~tit' 
on piano at 8 p.m. Friday in the 
Old Baptist Foundation Chapel. 
LET'S HEAR IT FOR THE 
SALUKIS 
Weiss will also be assisted by 
R'l/)ert Allison on trumpet. Eric 
Manda! on clarinet, Daniel 
Mellado on string bass, and the 
sm Student Trombone Quartet. 
which consists of Michael 
Ellman, John Hentschel. Greg 
Masters, and Brent Wallarab. 
A Baroque era piece by 
Gottfried Finger will open the 
recital. Most of the other music 
\Ioas composed after 1950 and 
includes pieces by Pierre Max 
DuBois and Kazimierz Serocki. 
Puzzle answers 
o K T A pl 
I PI IDOL TR~DE 
M I BONY RAVEN 
P'le 5 RE HAVE NT 
F ItE PANE 
R "ON TINGLING 
A .. LE SINGE NOR 
lINK F RE PARA 
E AI EO TOP Y 
EReE S CORTES 
UR THOR 
B NN 0 T ILIGHT 
N FOAL 0 OR 
------------~ 
.. ______________ J
CAnheu5et'·Busch. Inc 51 LouIS. Me 
Come Out To Support The #1 
Division l·AA Team In The Nation-
The Salukisl 
New Mexico State Vs. Salukis 
1:30p.m • 
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ROCK 
QUIET RIOT 
METAL HEALTH 
Includ,"s 
Melal Heal!h/Cum On Feel The No'ze 
Don til/anna Lf"t You Go 
Slick BlaCk Cad,lIac I Lei s Gel Crazy 
Herbert Donow, CFUT president and English professor, works in his office in Woody Hall. 
Faculty could gain influen.ce 
'with bargaining, Donow says 
By John Stewart 
Staff Writer 
The Carbondale Federation of 
University Teachers plans to 
bring collective bargaining to 
SIU-C faculty and promises 
more faculty input in budget 
and policy decision-making. 
Herbert Donow, Englist: 
professor and CFUT pres:ilent 
for the past 11 years, said the 
distribution of this year's salary 
increases could have benefited 
the whole University, but in-
stead they went tl) a few faculty 
members. Collective 
bargaining could help bring 
SIU-C together to run as one 
unit, not a conglomeration of 
colleges, he said. 
Last y !ar, when positions 
were collapsed those salaries 
were spread around within each 
college, where a select number 
of faculty got pay increases up 
to 25 percent while remaining in 
the same jol}. 
Donow said there was also a 
"a.'£' where an administrative 
"""Ilion was collapsed and 
addi twnal responsibilities given 
to fndr other administrators, 
alilng with a 20 percent pay 
iner('a~£' for each. "That tells us 
something," he said. 
Dollars freed up from the 
collapsing of poSitions should be 
spread cross-<iepartmentally, 
and devoted to hiring more 
instructors so more sections can 
be offered for each class. This 
would allow smaller classes and 
more individualized teaching, 
Donow said. 
"Faculty have little control 
over policy," Donow said, but if 
collective bargaining were to 
come to SIU-C, policy setting 
would be different. Collective 
bargaining isn't a panacea, but 
faculty could p.xert their voice 
in polic!y decision-making, and 
the administration would have 
to listen he said. 
Donow said he is continuing 
discussions with the American 
Association of University 
Professors on the possibility of 
merging to jointly represent 
SIU-C faculty as a bargaining 
agent. Though CFUT is working 
for joint representatioo, it 
would persue sole represen-
tation if no agreement is 
reached. 
CFUT is an affiliate of the 
Ame:-ican Federation of 
Teachers, which comes under 
the umbrella of AFL-CIO. At 
SIU-C since 1971, CFUT 
rt!Cently began a membership 
drive during which he hopes to 
double the ranks of the 100-
member group. Donow said he 
hopes to have 350 members a 
year from now and 500 by the 
time a collective bargaining 
representation election is held. 
Before a representation 
election could be held, a 
bar~!rtL ~~t must bp 
defined. Donow said he and the 
CFUT executive board favor 
including departmental 
chairmen in the unit, but he was 
unsure about some categories of 
educational administrators and 
law and medical school faculty. 
He said there will have to be a 
determination on the whether 
these groups have the same 
interest as the general faculty. 
Donow said he lavored a 
campus bargaining unit, other 
than a system unit which would 
include 8IU-E. Ultimately, he 
advocates statewide bargaining 
which could affect the Illinois 
legislature's appropriations. All 
bargaining on the !ocal level 
would do is attempt to 
reallocate a finite sum of 
money, but bargaining on the 
state level allows for more 
appropriations to all sourcE'S. 
Donow said local bargaining 
only forces priority choices, 
where monev has to be laken 
from some -other priority to 
raise faculty salaries. 
Collective bargaining could 
be ht!re within two years, 
Donow said. Two bills signed by 
Gov. Thompson granted 
collective bargaining to Illinois 
public employees Sept. 23. Both 
are expected to eao:i!y pass the 
legislature's veto session in 
November. The bills go into 
effect Jan. 1. 
-H.A LLO W £E 
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ear after year, serrlester 
after semester, 
the roIlea> ~ from Fidelity Union Life 
has bPen the mo., a('('epted. most popular life insurance 
prOllram on campuses all over .\m"ri('a. 
Find out why. 
Contact: Darren Vauahn 
Benning Square 
Suite 203 
457·3581 
UmH]·RRCR[)E 
\VCIL-FM Welcomes You 
To the 
RAMADA INN'S 
PJWNDTRPCK .-~ 
~ 
I ~ \" 
Friday 
Night 
WITH LIVE GO GO DANCERS 
{From the Mode!ing Conspiracy'l 
7pm-9pm Big Band Music 
9pm-10:30pm 50's - 60's Music 
1 0:30pm-11 :30pm 70'5 Music 
11 :30pm-Closing Top 40 80'5 Musi.(;, .... _. 
MEET YOUR PROFESSIONAL TRAVEL CONSULTANTS 
.. AIRLINE REPRESENTATIVES 
• Ozark. TWA • Air Illlnola .lriH • United. Delta 
Register for FREE 
LAS VEGAS TRIP (mustbe21 yrs.old) 
Spons'>red By BORGSMILLER TRAVELS 
Stuel.nt c.nt.r·laUroom A 
Oct. 12, U, 17, 1., 24~ 25, 2. 
':II •. m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Refreshments will be served. 
21 North 11 th Street, Murphysboro 
CALL COLLECT (618) 684-5500 
Women's Transit 
to be idle Friday 
Tte Women's Transit will not 
run on Fridav due to the extra 
traffic on Ha·lloween. 
The service provides tran· 
sportation for women traveling 
alone. to or from an educational 
activity and to women who live 
.>ff campus. 
Beginning Monday. hours for 
the service will be 6 p.m.to 
midnight. Women in need of 
transportation rna} call 453-
2212. 
Dental plan 
meeting set 
A meeting to discuss a 
University Employees Credit 
Union dental insurance plan 
will be held in the University 
Auditorium from 1 :30 to 3 p.m. 
Monday. 
Anyone eligible to become a 
member of the credit union can 
sign up for lhp. plan, including 
faculty members, student 
workers, alumni and their 
dependents, according to Joe 
Yusko, director Df University 
risk management. 
Nov. 1 is the last day to sign 
up for the insurance. 
Park schedules 
Halloween party 
A Halloweert party and 
costume contest for children in 
preschool through thrid grade 
will be held by the Carbondale 
Park District from 4 to 5 p.m. 
Monday at Turley Park. 
Awards will be given in each 
grade level for the scariest, 
prettiest, silliest and over·all 
best costumes. 
Groups to make 
position statement 
Four local organizations plan 
to make a joint statement 
concerning the involvement of 
the United States in Lebanon 
l
and Grenada. Th<! Coalition for 
Change, Mid·America Peace 
Project, Palestinian Student 
Organization and Tri·County 
Democratic Socialists of 
America will give the statement 
at 1 p.m. Friday in the 
s..'mgamo~ Room. 
Costume parade 
to' be held at maD 
A . costume parade for 
children will be h(K.ted by the 
University Mall at 1 p.m. 
Sunday. 
Prizes will be awarded for the 
prettiest. scariest and most 
unique costumes to children in 
pre·school . throu~h kin-
dergarten; first through third 
and fourth through sixth 
grades. 
Pomona General 
Come au' for 0- drive and 
enjoy Mother Nature's fall 
colors. We are on the edge 
of the forest down in .he 
volley, Now 5e,,,'n9 
V.te"on Ch'" 
and we now corry 
brown eggs 
Mon-Sat.l0am-6pm 
Sun. 12pm-6pm 
South of Murphy.boro on 
RouleIVappro,,;male'V 
}'ouths, students cooperate 
on UNICEF Halloween Drive 
Young people from 10 area 
churches and students from the 
Wesley Foundation will be 
knocking on doors all over 
C~rbondale in an attempt to 
raIse money for the United 
Nations International 
Children's Emergency Fund, 
according to Terry Christoff, 
UNICEF director. 
About 100 people will trick-or· 
treat for UNICEF from 2 to 4 
p.m. this Sunday. 
UNICEF is an independent 
branch of the United Nations. 
Donations go to help provide 
food, water and immunizations 
to children in war·torn coun· 
tries. 
Christon said he expects aU of 
Carbondale to be covered. Each 
group is assigned to a particular 
area of thE' rity. hut i!': not 
-rm~~ted to go out' of city 
"Hopefully, every residence 
will be covered," Christon, 
said. "Any age group is 
welcome to partiCipate, he 
added." 
A goal hasn't been set for the 
drive, but Christoff said last 
year the gro ..... p collected $1,400. 
"It would be flke if we could 
get that much or even lOp that," 
he said. 
Christoff hopes that people 
will be encouraged to give to 
UNICEF because of the work 
that the organization does. 
The drive during the 
Halloween weekend is the 
biggest fund-raising effort 
UNICEF makes during the year 
in this area, Christoff said. 
Group Starts Wed., 
Nov. 2, 7-9pm for 
3 week. 
YOU CAN EASILY LEARN TO: 
-MANAGE YOUR sTRESS -
.RELAX YOUR M!i~.J & BODY 
-FEEL GOOD 
·IMPROVE CONCENTRATION 
.ENHANCE SELF·AWARENESS 
Can 536-•••• 1 to Register 
c 19K, Beer Brewed ht Miller BrewIng Co Milwaukee WI 
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t:iif Photo by Neville Loberg 
Steve Pavlovich and Susan Burns use a boat to take depth readings in Campus Lake. 
Water quality is monitol'ed 
Lake shows signs of aging 
By Sheila Rogers 
"taff Writer 
Maintaining the quality of 
Campus Lake is the job of 
Pollution Control and is done by 
close monitoring, according to 
Steve Pavlovich, the Campus 
Lake project manager. 
The lake is tested twice a 
month by water division 
volunteers of the Pollution 
Control office located in the 
Neckers building. The testing is 
done in conjunction with the 
Environmental Protection 
Agency. Of the tests taken year 
round, the testing during May 1 
to Oct. 31 are sent to the EPA 
for observations and recom-
mendations. 
Observations are made to :;ee 
if the lake is following any 
trends. Pavlovich said that the 
lake is headed towards 
eutrophication. 
El!trophication is when run-
off c('ntaining dirt, oil and silt 
enters the lake. The silt in the 
lake makes it murky and not 
desirable for swimming, said 
Pavlovich. 
"We're monitoring the lake to 
see the trends and catch them 
and possibly make recom-
mendations for future 
managenlent of the lake." 
Pavlo:1ch said. "I don't want to 
make it ~:n-e anyone. It's 
nothing that is going to happen 
next year." 
If the lake reaches 
eutrophication, it will be 
drained, dragged and dredged, 
as it was in 1949 and 1956, 
Pavlovich said. Sediments and 
muck will be dug out of the lake. 
Pavlovich said that the lake is 
safe now and if he were to make 
any recommendations, they 
would be to stabilize the 
shoreline with rocks to prevent 
run-ilff. 
The Pollution Control group is 
working in conjunction with the 
EPA on a private study con-
cerning the incident in 1975 
when polychlorinated biphenols 
entered Campus Lake. PCB 
leaked out of a Health Service 
electrical transformer and 
entered the lake through a 
storm sewer after a rain storm. 
Pavlovich said that there are no 
dangerous levels of PCB in the 
lake at this time. 
The group takes field ob-
servations which consist of 
transparency readings. A black 
and white metal disk, called a 
secchi disk, is lowered into the 
water until the colors on the 
disk are not distinguishable. A 
rope attacht!d to the disk is 
marked at on:J foot intervals. 
The clarity of the water is 
determined by how deep the 
disk is lowered into the water. 
The clearer the water, the 
deeper the sunlight will 
penetrate. The deeper the 
sunlight, the deeper the algae 
will grow. If this happens, 
oxygen content will increase, 
which will result in a cleaner 
lake for swimming, Pavolich 
said. 
Field observations are taken 
for the amount of algae in the 
water, amount of weeds on thE' 
shoreline, the color of the water, 
the sediments found in the 
water and the amount of 
dissolved oxygen at different 
water levels. 
The group takes water 
.~'1mples from the bottom and 
the top of the lake to be brought. 
back to the lab. 
After the field observations 
are taken, the information is 
brought back to the lab and is 
logged and put on graphs which 
enables trends to be spotted. 
Compared to 120 other rakes 
sampled by the EPA, Campus 
Lake rated 60th in water 
quality. 
South Korean bombing call 'act of war' 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A Burma. 
Reagan administration official 
said Wednesday all available 
evidence suggests Nort..'l Korea 
was responsible for the bom-
bing that killed 17 high-ranking 
South Korean officials in 
"This was really something 
that very much approached an 
act of war if it turns out that the 
North Koreans did that," the 
official said. 
The official also said North 
Korea was making escalating 
threats against President 
Reagan, heightening concern 
about his safety during a 
planned trip to South Korea 
next month. 
., Halloween ~Happ~ ____ snu ,~--' 
OPEN 
24 HOURS 
friday& 
Saturda~ 
Uienna Hot Doas 
Chili Doas. Corn Doas 
Cheese Doas. Polish Sausaae 
Bratwurst. Cups of Homemade Chili 
Look for our Booth on the Corner of IL. 8& Colleae 
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SALE 
/~-" EVERYTHING 
I~~\ 30-50% OFF ~~]/ ~/ 
Don's Jewelers 
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A 
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o 
N 
D 
MEN 
107 N. Park 
Herrin 
"'00 S. Illinois 
Carbondale 
.,. -.--
--
~ 
IOOW. Walnut 
Carbondale.ll 
(. ~~"""..li~'~ 
t (, , 
Open 
Mon·Fr. 
7 30AM ·6PM 
Sat.9A.M.·bP.M 
-----------COUPON----------I 0·'· Flash Foto Jlo I 1'5 0,<'< I. Coupon mu.t accompany film O~ -%- I 
I ~: ~=o~: U:~~:I~:i.~ ::~~:~ .. Oct. 29 :I:' I 
I .t. No limit or numbsr of rolls per COUPOI' I 
I Roll Color Print Processing Done In our lab. I I I (Color Negat,.f' Film Only. Reprint. Notlncludedl I 
I no, 126, 135 Film Size. I 
I F/ash-Foto Will8e Open Until 8:00 P.M. Saturday, I I October 29, 1983 To Process Your HOI/Owe ... en Film I I' 
----------------------------
.... '.: 
There h nothine better for YOU to do 
Then compliment your witches brew 
With a slider or two 
from the fMS Crew 
STUDENT CENTER 
NOVEMBER 
Food Service Catering Special 
menu 
Roast Turkey Breast with Dressing 
Glazed Tiny Whole Carrots with Pineapple 
Garnish 
Jellied Cherry Salad 
Hot rolls and butter 
Pumpkin Pie with Whipped Cream 
Choice of Beverage 
$5.50 plus tax 
\ 
......... forLu ......... 
& Dinner. _y be 
ochedulecl through 
$chetIull .. /Cotwl .. 
0ffI .. , 536-6633 • 
..... o4;3Op... Mon.-
'rl. 
; 
AC"lOSS 44 Samovars 
45 Norse god 
1 T osspot 46 f "rbidden 
5 Greases 49 DC'sk 
9 Chastise 53 TurKish city 
14 Kafl" warnor 54 Y('ung horse 
15 Darling 55 Openinp 
16 E.change 56 Prongs 
17 Proncipal 57 Seed coat 
18 Scrawny 58 Storm 
19 Crow 59 Originate 
20 Harassment 60 Confute 
22 Don't got 61 Vorte. 
23 Catalogue 
24 Glass pIece DOWN 
25 California 
legend 1 Dolt 
26 Prockllng 2 Gen. Bradley 
32 Soap plant 3 ., .. baked 
Today<js 
puzzle 
Puzzle answers 
are on Page 10. 
33 Discolo, In - -" ;>4 Longed 40 Gadget 
34 Dlfectlon 4 Relalives 25 Chest sounds 42 Track slar 
abbr. 5 Leg bone 26 Mennonite 43 Cool 
35 Connecl 6 Esteem 27 Card game 45 Mark -
36 Diets 7 Timbre 28 Wearies 46 Cudg"'s 
37 Brazil river 8 Underhand 29 Unsuiled 47 Mine 
38 Superlative 9 Odd 30 European passage 
ending 10 - agent language 48 Nursemaid 
39 Was sick 11 Enthuse 31 Blues' loes 49 Hastened 
40 Stowe girl 12 Mid-East gull 33 Epsom - 50 Stimulus 
41 Desserts 13 Confined 38 Evil spirit 51 Detain 
43 Me_ico's 21 Math ratio 37 Oatmeal 52 Card 
conqueror 22 Dangles 39 Side by side 54 Caprice 
,-,--r:-r:-......,..-
Computing Affairs to offer workshops 
The Office of Computing 
Affairs is offering several 
workshops during November. 
Most sessions will be limited to 
2() people. Those interested may 
register by calling Academic 
Computing at 536-2323. 
Introduction to music will 
meet from 4 to 6 p.m. Monday, 
Nov. 7 and Wednesday Nov. 16 
in Fan~r 3208. 
Introduction to CMS will meet 
from 8 to 10 a.m. Tuesday. Nov. 
8 in Faner 3208. 
CMS XEDIT .will meet from 4 
to 6 p.m. Tuesday. Nov. 8 in 
Faner 3208. 
Introduction to SAS will meet 
from 4 to 6 p.m. Wednesday,. 
Nov. 16 in Faner 1005. 
Introduction to SPSSX will 
meet from 4 to 6 p.m. Monday, 
Nov. 14 in Faner 1005. 
Waterloo Script Basic will 
meet from 4 to 6 p.m. Friday. 
Nov. 11 in Faner 3208. 
Job Control Language will 
meet from 4 to 6 p.m. Wed-
nesday, Nov. 9 in Faner 1005. 
Calcomp Plotter will meet 
from 8 to 9 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 
15 in Faner 1026. 
User Orientation will meet 
from 4 to 5 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 
15 in Faner 1006. 
Purchasing a micro will meet 
from 4 to 5 p.m. Thursday. Nov. 
10 in Faner 1006. 
ENJOV 
C~~·C~~S 
SOPERSOOHD 
AND 
SOPER VIDEOS 
AT OUR 
HALLOWEEN 
PARTV 
Brln, one can of food to enter 
All proceeds '0 to Well's 
feed The Hun,ry Drive 
PRIZES fir fill hilt ulfum, I, m,ff ,,;g;III' 
... "y&U ....... "y.....,. ..... ONNAT ........ 
~ . 529-3755"":":';: 
IN THE ~CARTERVILlE 985-3755 
BUS SERVICE -:w!5ENT 
TO CHICAGO & SUBURBS SI~~NSIT 
CALL 529-1862 
As Little As 5 Y2 Hours To Chicago-Land 
-THANKSGIVING BREAK-
Tickets Now On Sale 
**Only $39.75 ROIJNDTRIP1c * 
OFFER EXPIRES THIS FRI., OCT. 28 Reg. $59.75 
ACT NOW STUDENT TRANSIT TICKET SALES OUTlET 
& SAVE!! AT71SS. UNIVERSITY AVE. 
DEPARTURES RETURNS (ON THE ISLAND. UPPER lEVEL) 
WED .. NOV. 16 SAT.. NOV. 26 
THURS .. NOV. 17 SUN .. NOV V 
FR1 .. NOV.18 
SAT .. NOV 19 
~ Campus C-,<"I. end l~ Holr ~ob) 
MONDAY THRU THURSDAY lO:30AM-12:30PM 
&2PM-6PM 
FRIDAY lO:30AM-l :30PM 
WTAO wants you 'to win ti~ 
kets to every Arena concert 
spring semester! Costumed 
ticketbolders should be in the 
Arena before 7:30 for a chance 
to enter the TAO Costume Party. 
Please, no props! 
Pick up tickets early at 
Plaza, Records on the Strip ~ 
or at the Arena. 
SIU Arena 
NO 0f'£NlNG ACT. SHOW STARTS F'ROW'TIY • • L: 
~I/IIUlII!""IIIIIII!I""IIIIII""lIIl1ll11l11l1l11ll11lll11lliiillIlIllIllIlIllUlIIIIIHmIlIIllIlIlIlIllIllJI1IIlIlIlIlIIlIlIlIIlIlIIlIlIIlIIlIlIIllIInlllllllllllllllnllllllllllll~ 
~ PICK'S , •.. , .. -. -=- PICK'S ~ 
E LIQUORS LIQUORS i 
~ Hours 9.2 Fri., Sat. Lewis Park Mall § ~ ~ 6c~ .~c:i\ \:'!.~aiJ \ ~!~uo:~) 
v"'--', .~. 
The Halloween Survival Center 
= Spooky In-House Specials on: = i KEGS. BOX WI"E. LlQOORS i -
11I1III1I1UiII1I1II1I.llm1HIlJuallrnm1lDlIIIID1l1l1l1111nllllllllllllllllilllllllllnmllllllllllDDllllllllllUIlIlIWIlIIDIIIIIIIIII1II111II1II1111111111111 
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GPSC oppo~es restrictions 
on liquor company sponsorship 
Bv John Stewart 
Starr Writer ,. 
I' A resolution opposing any 
"unreasonable limitations or 
restrililions" of liquor company 
spons<l-ship of University ac-
tivities was approved by the 
Graduate and Professional 
Student Council Wednesday. 
Opposition to the motion 
concerned a perception that ~he 
University would be supportmg 
in.:reased alcohol consumption, 
while supporters of the 
resolution argued the liquor 
companies spend dollars at SIU-
C '0 gain brand loyalty of 
stl1dents. Representatives also 
argued the advertising has no 
effect on consumption and 
advertising dollars would just 
be spent with non-University 
media. 
. Jack McKillip, a psychology 
instructor, told the council that 
150,000 beers a week were 
consumed by SIU-C students. 
He said 20 percent of the 
students report academic 
difficulties ix-callse of their 
a\(,ohol consumption. A 
resolution that would have 
prohibited thl' lInivl'rsity (rom 
acceptinR lilluor company 
advertising dollars was 
proposed by MI Killip but 
defeated in GPSC voting last 
month. 
One representative asked 
McKillip if there was anything 
in his research to inJicate 
advertising has any assoc'atiln 
with increased alcohol : .... n-
sumption. McKillip said ·'no." 
GPSC also voted to support a 
nationwide, rather than a 
University-wide search for an 
affirmative action officer. The 
resolution stated GPSC prefers 
the search be opened up to 
candidates outside SIU-C with a 
doctorate or professional 
degree and experience, and that 
there should be an assistant 
affirmative action officer. 
GPSC President Ann Greeley 
iJad previously asked President 
Somit to delay the search until 
Nov. 15 pending reaction and 
suggestions from constituency 
groups. 
The council also passed a 
resolution submitted by 
Kathryn Henningson con-
demning the sale of Pi Sigma 
Epsilon and Delta Chi 
Halloween T-shirts being sold 
on campus. Henningson 
described the shirts as 
"disgusting" and that the 
groups "shouldn't be allowed to 
sell" them. Greeley, who said 
the PSE shirt was "more of-
fensive" described the design 
on the shirt as a woman wearing 
high-heeled shoes, a chain belt, 
and holding a whip in her hand 
encircling the SIU logo. 
The resolution also support~ 
~~~~~ttth~ ~~~\l:r~~~~ 
which featured a Grim Reaper 
holding the blade of a scythe 
across the bare breasts of a 
scantily-clad woman, had a 
Stroh's logo on the back. 
New York mass held for Marines 
Sunday morning attack. by becoming "better than we 
This Week Luncheon 
Combination Plat. Sp.clal 
Egg Roll 
Almond Boneless Chicken 
Fried Rice $2.95 
C ... T. 
,.", Orllt E,eI" 
F"n,,;, 
Howline Happy 
Hour r3pm-8pmJ 
NEW YORK (AP) - Three 
dozen Marines and hundreds of 
churchgoers attended a special 
Mass at SI. Patrick's Cathedral 
Wednesday to honor ser-
vicemen killt>d in Ihe terrorist 
bombing of a Marine Post in 
Beirut. 
"When something terrible 
happens, we may be inclined to 
say, 'Why did God do this?' ... 
We know that God did not do it. 
People did it to other people," 
Rigney said. 
ha ve ever been" in our .~~!I!!~~!!!!!~~!!!!!;!;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~~;;;;;~;;~ everyday lives, the monsignor 
said. 
The Marines listened intently. 
some bowing their heads in 
silent prayer. as Monsignor 
James Rigney. rector of the 
church. implored the wor-
shipers not to blame God (or the 
"And if we believe at all the 
pages of our Scriptures." the 
monsignor said, "God is more 
angry and more indignant than 
we are." 
Those seeking a v:ay to 
respond to the tragedy can do so 
Rigney told his listeners to 
pray for those killed and their 
families. But he also told the 
crowd "to pray for ourselves 
that we may be more caring for 
the survivors ... and more in-
clined to pray for (he living 
Marines than perhaps we were 
ever inclined to do before this 
tragedy." 
Border-hopping drinkers still legal 
MADISON. Wis. (AP) - The 
state Senate on Wednesday 
rejected an amendment to a bill 
that would have helped 
ehmmate "border hopping" by 
underage drinkers from Illinois 
and Michigan. 
The amendment that would 
have made the drinking age for 
visiting non-residents the same 
as the drinking age in their 
home states was rejected by a 
64-33 vote. Its sponsors said the 
amendment would discourage 
out-of-state youths from driving 
across the border to drink at 
taverns in Wisconsin where the 
statutory drinking age now is 
18. 
Advocates attempted to at-
tach the amendment to an 
Assembly bill that calls for 
raising Wisconsin's statutory 
drinking age from 18 to 19. 
Supporters of the amendment 
cited statistics indicating that 
more than one-fourth of Illinois 
drivers under 21 and two-fifths 
~h~e~~eMi~~~r:ed c~~~i~a~~ 
cidents in counties bordering 
Wisconsin had been drinking. 
Wisconsin i~ "nil one of fOllr 
states which still allows persons 
as young as 18 to buy both beer 
. ::~~'rJ 
.... for. You Buy 
Glv. U. a Try" 
• Guitars & Acceuorlft $ 
• Plano & play.rs" 
Kroger MolI·COole West 
and liqu~r. Wisconsin to 21. Gov. Anthony 
S. Earl has threatened to veto 
any increase exceeding 19. 
"Either we inconvenience a 
few people or we continue the 
carnage on the highways," Rep. 
Jeffrey Neubauer. D-Racine, 
said in support of the amend-
The Assembly accepted an 
amendment to make the 
drinking age of 19 take effect 
July 1, but rejected an attempt 
by Rep. David Clarenbach, D-
Madison, to make it effective 
Nov. 6. 
ment, said. 
The border-crossing amend-
ment, however, was opposed by 
the Tavern League of 
Wisconsin, describing it as 
"unworkable and cum-
Ciarenbach said an effective 
date of ~ov. 6, which is election 
day in 1984, would provide 18-
yf'ar-olds with a "civics lesson" 
to the <.!ffect that, if their age 
group were more involved in the 
electoral process, it might not 
be faced with revocation of its 
drinking privileges. 
bersome." 
School officials, law en-
forcement officials and 
parental groups have urged the 
Legislature to restore the 
statutory drinking age in 
January Great Ski Escape 
January 2-7 & January 9-14 
March 4-9.11-16.18·23.25-30 
Includ •• : . 
• A full y_r _"'nhlp In the A_rlcoon Sid A_, 
·SI. cIoys/flve nllh.. locIllnl In .Ithe, hot.1 or 
contIomlnlmum accommodatlona • 
·Pull • .,. "ml_t'" _I, pIcture ID IIh IIckat 
..... _T....-y tft"' •• I .... y • 
• A..,ltl_1 .,. 11ft tIck." ..".1 ...... at a "6.GO 
pet' penon ,11_ .... Iroup ret •• 
..... .... In_ '- ........... _11 11ft prl." .... 
In •• che ......... _11ft tlck.t.., 
.......................................... 1 .. -
~ .... I ................ _ ••• cI .......... 
SI5&oc~up~~cy$171 
....... .-- © 
Plus $20.00 per person refundable 
security dr posit 
OPTIONAL-ITEMS AVAILABLE 
For more Information 
PI_ •• call 549-7347 
Travel '''''pVllrp 
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NOTICE!! 
LAST CALL for SIGN UP 
in the SIU EMPLOYEES CREDIT UNION 
sponsored DENTAL INSURANCE PLAN* 
A FINAL MEETING will be held 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1983 
FANER HALL MUSEUM AUDITORIUM 
1 :30-3:00p.m. 
to answer questions about this 
DENTAL ASSISTANCE PLAN BEFORE the 
DEADLINE DATE of NOVEMBER ht, 1983. 
This will be YOUR LAST CHANCE to sign up! 
-Endorsed by The University Joint Benefit. Committee 
and the Credit Union Board 0/ Director •. 
slu EMPlOVHS 
CREDIT UNION 
1211Wfl1!ffMonSfteet 
C~1..62'Q01 
6t8-45'·J5Q5 
Do You Miss Mom's Sunday 
Dinners' 
The Oasis Has Family Style Dinners 
Every Sunday 
Fried Chicken with Six Side Dishes 
Served in Bottomless Bowls 
Serving llam-7pm 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
Just Like Home 
SIU to host Eurol:Jean group 
studying U.S. college funding ·1 .. ·~tH~glUB~. I DA RLGGlE f II Bl Charles Victor SIU at any I)ne time. ~eople on Staff Writer campus will have the op-port!mity to meet their 
Southern Illinois University European counterparts first 
will play host to 14 top hand and estabhsh direct 
university administrators and contacts." 
education officials from Europe According to Vinson the 
next week. The delegation from delegation arrived in the United 
the Paris-based Organization States in mid-October for a 
for Economic Cooperation and week long orientation in the 
Development will be here to University of Maryland. "The 
complete the final phase of a orientation is part of the first 
three-phase study r>f 1.,- phase for the participants to 
stitutional Management of secure a proper basis to conduct 
Higher Education in America. the more detailed field in-
According to President Somit vestigation of the second 
the group will study various phase," sh:! said. The first 
aspects of how American phase included visits to 
universities have responded to Washington D.L and nearby 
decreased funding. institutions. 
Somit who is on the board of Vinson said the delegation 
directors of the DECO wa!': then broke up into three groups 
instrumental in making SIU a "to study in detail strategies 
member of the prestigious particular American univer-
European organization. Somit sities have developed to cope 
said, "I had been on the Board with financial <::onstraint. 
even before 1 came to SIU and ho'w'ThesftiarsCft gro~PI'cwl'eisll staund~ felt it would be advantageous puli '. 
for the us to belong to OECD. procedures evolved as adap-
Many benefits in the form of tation to a non-growth situation 
cooperative agreements and ilt the State University of New 
student and Caculty exchanges York. The second will visit the 
would result from this University of Miehlgan at Ann 
association. 10 tht: best of my Arbor to see how they have 
knowledge we are the only adapted academic pr~rams to 
American university in OECD," changing demands of the 
he added. marketplace and the third 
The delegation arriving here group will analyze financial 
on Sunday represents strategies at Ohio State 
spt'Cialists in at least nine University." 
different fields from archeology Vinson said the delegation 
to sociology, from 10 different will come to SIU to collate and 
countries and nine different analyze their findings and 
European univcsities. "develop ways of presenting 
Rhonda Vinson, assistant to their findings to wider 
the director oC International European and American 
Education which will coor- audiences." 
dinate the visit said, "This is The Office of International 
certainly one of the largest Education at SIU is involved in 
group oC foreign experts to visit more than coordinating the ~IU 
Police report thefts of cash, property 
Over $700 worth of cash and A back door was pried open, 
property was reported stolen police said. The total loss was 
Wednesday in two separate about $500. 
burglaries, Carbondale police In a separate incident, a $240 
said. Sony cassette tape player was 
A six-inch black and white reported stolen at 5:49 p.m. 
television and change from Wednesday from the home of 
vending machines were taken Phillip R. Cunningham, 1195 E. 
Crom the Moose Lodge, Rural Walnut St. 
Route 2, Tuesday night or Police said the item was 
Wednesday morning, police taken from Cunningham'S 
said. . locked apartment. 
~1I1111i1iii"'IIIIIIIIIIIIIII"'IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIDlIIIIII""iiiiiIIUllllllnnllHllllmlllliliiilllllllllllllHlmllUlP., 
lOp· en 24 Hours I I on ! i 5, 
~ Halloween 
§ Weekend ~ 
Open 24 Hours 
Friday 
Saturday 
& Sunday 
October 28. 291 
_.~_.~3: Ii 
IN .... t. I n.Md somethu'Ig ~ .. 1'0 
~... "" "'- in.... So rm glad ... 
... that 1uf"9W t(lng will b. open 
2A hour. CM'I my bus*' doy of IN 
... 
"Aren't you hungry?" BKU1RNGEGR 
l 901 W. MAIN . b';ARBO.r:~_ ~III. 
visit alone. Joyce -Bodkin. 
secretary to the director of OlE 
said, "We were in charge of 
coordinating arrangemf!Ots for 
the whole study. OlE made all 
the travel, housing and meeting 
arrangements and even acted 
as the banker for the group. 
They sent us the funds and we 
did all the procurement for 
them." she said. 
Bodkin said the delegates 
would be free to meet with in-
terested people from SIU at an 
open meeting from 4 to 5 p.m. 
Monday evening at the Gallery 
Lounge in the Student Center. 
The delegation is expected to 
leave SIU on Nov.4. 
~Ahme fS FaJafll Factory 901S.lIIin'Jis Open: lO:30-3:00am 
\ 
IGVRcrs:-si:-4il 
:- I FALAFIL· 85_ 1 
t~ IROT DOG. FRIES-I ~I 99, 1 .. _____ ... ____ 11 
-",' 529-9191 
~---- ------ ----
, No Cover Ever! , 
Come ski 
for yourself 
,\~ 1 January 2-6, 1984 
l~~~, at Majestic Ski Resort, ~~~ Lake Geneva, W;s~ons;n 
i·/~!"~·' $ , 65 includes transportation, 
$65 depos·it lift tickets, and 5 days 
due Nov. 10. and 4 nights lodging. 
---;;"'-;itth;d;t;;;;,-;;,TBed;.-.;;;;;~p~---
representative, at 1-983-5218. Or send your 
name and address to; Collegiate Tours, 
1412 Jefferson Ave., Johnston City, Il 
62951. 
,. 
Mr. Boston Schnapps. 
Loo~ tor M, Boslon s tWG new coo~Oooil,., Ihp CordIal COOkIng GUIde ana trst> SP'f'lE'd' Des<:teorl GUloe 
Av'lljable at booksrOfe~ or through Warner Books 
75 Aocketell~r PldJa SpecIal Sales Oepl a Nflw York Nelli York 10019 
~ 8e~10t"'S<'."f1~P'5 ~ 60 and1OOp'(>CI1 p,.odu(:ef1b~Mr ~tOf'lo.SI,1If;>f Ow€'flstlf)'1.l KY A1bdn) GA 198~ 
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Staff Photo by Scott Shaw 
Mitch Coe. student in geophysics. and Larry Malinconico. geology pro-'essor. check charts. 
Lab llotes earthquake activity; 
will soon join national network 
By Joyc~ Vonderheide from the building itself, the energy IS bemg released ;n 
Staff Writer piers are as isolated from the small earthquakes. rather than 
building as possible, Malin- being built up for a large ear-
conico said. Gaps between the thquake, he said. tn the basement of P<!rkinson 
l.aboratory seismic activity 
across the globe is recorded 24 
hours a day. ]n a few weeks. 
SIU-C will become part oC the 
National Earthquake Network 
and send that inCormation to the 
National Earthquake Center 
near Denver, Colo. 
Larrv Malinconico. assistant 
professor of geology, said the 
system has been operational for 
six months. but he has been 
waiting for a satellite clock to 
arrive. This clock wili receive 
satellite signals and constantly 
correct the time to correspond 
to the clock at the headquarters 
in Colorado. 
Currently the system is uses a 
portable clock which resear-
chers can use for field work. 
Malinconico said the satellite 
clock has arrived but won't be 
put into operation until a 
display case for the 
seismometer's drum recorder 
on the first floor of Parkinson 
Lahoratory is completed. 
The s':!ismometer, the sen-
sitiv'~ DOX which measures 
seismic activity. will remain on 
12-feet-deep ('oncrete piers set 
mto bedrock in the basement. 
To avoid recording vibr;,tions 
piers and the basement floor The syskm is a "very 
are filled with sand. valuable class too\." Malin-
The seismometer is so sen- conico said. Graduate sludents 
sitive that earth 'l1ovements of in his "Exploration 
thousandths of millimeters can Seismology" class learn by 
be detected. including area maintaining the system for a 
mine blasts and rumblings of week. This includes changing 
trains throu~i Carbondale. the p~p("r on the recorder every 
"We will be a small but in- 20\ houl's, making certain the 
tegral part" of the earthquake pen has ink. locating where 
network, Malinconico said. earthquak~;; are occurring and 
Other stations. usually located identifying what phases are 
or college campuses, h:,ve occurring. 
larger. more sophisticated 
systems. 
Carbondale is a good location 
for tracking earthquakes that 
could occur in the mid-
continent, he said. The nearest 
network stations are in St. Louis 
and Memphis. 
Data from a minimum of 
three stations are needed to 
pinpoint an earthquake's 
location. The National Ear-
thquake Information Center 
sometimes uses data from 70 to 
80 stations, Malinconico said. 
The system isn't designed to 
predict earthquakes but, by 
looking at data, geologists can 
determil,e if more seismic 
activity than normal is oc· 
curring. This '!lay suggest that 
By having the recorder 0:\ 
display, students in "Earth 
Science" and others "will have 
a better feel Cor how recordin~s 
are generated." Malinconico 
said. and will be able .0 watch 
earthquakes arrive. Sizeable 
earthquakes frum over the 
world arE' recordo!d every two or 
three weeks. 
Malinconico said six different 
earthquakes were recorded 
during the second week of 
October, including one in the 
Solomon Islands northeast of 
Australia measuring 6.8 on the 
Richter scale and others in 
Costa Rica and in the North 
Atlantic Ocean. 
Takl~ Charge With. - . 
BLEUFLAMBE 
Tonight we'll have Face Pointing available. To 
you ready for the Hollowe4n Festivities. 
We Now Hove "Big Screen" T. V. 
HAPPY HOUR 
Mon.-Fri. 8:30·9:30am 
4:00-7:00pm 
801 E. Main 
Ph. 549-4841 
Hrs.8om-2om 
See my new Individual 
designs for Wedding 
Rings 
~llanStuck 
529-2341 
218 S. Illinois 
I buy or trade for scrap gold. 
Y.n.zu.~I.n Stude ... 
Last chance to book 
rlltmal Reservation 
Blocked Apex Air Staa 
to: 
Caracas,~aracaibo, 
Barquisimeto 
COllillRAt NOW 
Space extremely limited 
Call 549.7347 
701 S. university 
Band 
A Travel Service, Ltd. 
~.rn ... !l!-f1" /z HAPPY HOURS DAILY 
From SIU Employees Credit Union. 
No Better Place To Borrow. 
No Better Place To Save. 
l217 West Main St. 
Carbondale, IL 
457-3595 
slu EMPLOYEES 
CREDIT UNION 
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Mon:" Thurldll, , =un~Y llam-6pm Ipm-6pm 
m-llpm 81m 
Friday &. Saturday 
Ilam.6pm 
9pm.12pm 
HALLOWEEN SPECI~~S .. 
~~(~~ .'YJI~H 
..~.:,J'~iP' 
All drinks are happy hour 
price. &. all entree. are 
$1.00.Qfl' between 9pm &. lam. 
New program to ready students for FAA jobs 
R,· John Radne 
Siarf Writt'r 
Daniel Koch believes that 
fil'ld trips ran aid the learning 
process. 
Koch. an instructor in the 
S('hooi of Tl'chnical Cart'ers 
ilt'-wiy-formed Airwav Scir.:nce 
prog·ram. is taking ap-
proximately 25 students and 
fellow faculty members \nth 
him Friday mlJrning on a day-
long field trip to iwo aviation 
('enters in Oklahoma. 
The trip will begin at 5:30 
3.111. when Koch and the others 
board a D<.'-3 and head for their 
first destination. the Mike 
:\1' oroney Aeronautical Center 
in Oklahoma City. 
Whzn they arrive about four 
hours later. the students will 
tour the multi-faceted center, 
named in honor of former 
Oklahoma Congressman and 
Senal()r A.S. Mike Monroney. 
l\lonroney was the fath..r of the! 
Federal Aviation Act of 1958. 
The center still serves as <I 
national training headquarters 
for the FAA. That center will be 
the likely nestination for 
graduates of the Airway 
Science program. a four-yE'ar 
baccalaureate degree program. 
Koch said. 
The center serves as a nat-
ional training headq~drters 
in·-illstry. he said. 
After the August 3. 1981 air 
traffic controller's strike. which 
resulted in the firing (If an 
estimated 10,000 controllers and 
the hampering of the airline 
industry, the FAA organized 
what it saw as a realistic way of 
avoiding a repeat of the 
situation, Koch said. 
In the past, ':lCrsons interested 
in a car'.!er with the FAA had to 
take a civil service exam and 
then enter an intensified study 
program at the Monroney 
Aeronauticcal Center 
Now. the FAA has agreed to 
eliminate the testing process 
and let anyone who is studying 
in an arcredited program enter 
the Oklahoma City school to 
take the test. Koch said. 
SIU-C has one of oniy i3 ac-
credited training program" 
across the country. according to 
David NewMyer. coordinator of 
the Aviation Management 
program. SIU-C was the sixth 
school to receive FAA ac-
creditation when approval 
came on May 13, 1983, he said_ 
"Programs surl) as ours were 
born out of thi' fact that the FAA 
needed to be provided with a 
steady stream of people with 
the knowledge and technology 
necessary to do the job," 
NewMver said. 
Koch believes that the 
program. which uses persons 
with a background in aviation 
technologies, will provide for a 
better airline industry. 
"If we had had college-
trained people (in 1981) we 
probably would not have had a 
strike," KO('h added. "The air 
traffic controller of the future 
will be a truer professional and 
there will be higher morale." 
Koch has been with the FAA 
for 18 years and is an air traffic 
controller. 
One reason air traffic con-
trollers went on strike was 
because of job pressure, he 
said. "If you talk to a ,rue 
profes.>ional you would find that 
the pressure of the job (for a 
controller) is not greater than 
that of a short order cook," 
Koch said. 
"If joIJu're competent in your 
job, then there is less 
pressure," he said. 
According to NewMyer. there 
are plans to expand the present 
program to include satellite 
operations away from Car-
bondale. "ThE're is a continual 
increase in interest," he said. 
and science classes. 
Jospeh says that he "just sort 
of fell into the program. With 
two degrees I just needed about 
18 more hours so I went for it 
because of the extra job 
security," he said. 
All FAA employees start with 
a base salary of $16,666. ac-
cording '.0 Wesley Smith. a 
senior in aviation technology. 
Smith said the aviation 
training programs at SIU-C are 
"the best in the COU'ltrv. if not in 
the world." . 
The FAA. he said. has agreed 
to hire 500 persons who 
graduate from t,rograms lik'" 
those offered at '5IU-C. 
Koch plans to take his class of 
18 students on fiEc'ld trips to the 
Regional Air Traffic Control 
Center in Kan!.as Citv and to.1he 
control tower of -SI. lollIs' 
Lambert Field l~ter this 
semester. 
The students will also tour 
Cameron University in Lawton, 
Oklahoma and should return to 
the Southern Illinois Airport at 
8:30 p.m., Koch said. 
E ••• r E •• 
vne student planning to make 
the trip this weekend is Bruce 
Joseph, a senior in business and 
administration, who is working 
on a aviation management 
degree through STC. Joseph is 
the president of the Un-
dergraduate Student 
Organization. 
The program, Joseph said, is 
a concentration of mathematics 
TAN SPA>" 
TAN SPA OFFERS THE FINEST BEDS 
A VA ILABLE WITH LOW PRICES I 
Healthy Suntans in just 7 sessions 
SAFER THAN THE SUN 
.529-3713 
100 E. MAIN ( __ t of bank of Carbondal.) 
BRING IN THIS AD FOR A $3.00 
INTRODUCTORY SPECIALI 
(lImit J per c",~,".r: 
Association of College Unions-International Present 
NATiONAl INTERCollEGiATE 
TOURNAMENT PROGRAM 
~ - Oct. 31. 6:00 p.m. Slu-
dent Center Recreation Area 
DARTS - Nov. 1. 6:00 p.m. 
TABLE TENNIS - Nov. 7. 6:CO p.m. 
TABLE SOCCER - Nov. 14. 6:00 p.m. 
~ - Nov. 28. Open Division 
p.rn. . 
~ - Nov. 30. 4:00-6:00 p.m. 
Student r.enter Recreation Area 
BACKGAMMON - Nov. 12 in conjunc-
tion with Bac/cpmmon Club 12:00 
_ Booby's Re5UIurant 
TRAP AND SKEET - Contact Trap and 
Skeel Club 
For more ctet.ils contact Bob Burnside 
453-2803 
Winners will represem. the University 
in re'lionaI competition al Purdue Uni· 0\ 
versity February 24. 25. 26. 1984. 
Dail)! E8YPtian. ()ctQW·28. ,19II3"P* 19 
I 1974 FORD MAVERICK, 4-door 
auto, D.S .• good condition. $800. I·' 
89:"'.l8!I:-. 3244Aa1>4 
.. Classified Information Rates 
.. 15 Word M!!:imum I 
One Day-Io rents per w .. rd 
Rlinimum '1.50. ' 
~~o Days-9 cents per word. per 
'. three or Four Days-s rents. per 
word. per dar. 
•. Fln thru Nme Days-7 rents per 
,;..;! 8:':" ~fneteen Days-6 rents 
per word. per .... y. 
~~~::a. ~rl\~:. Days-S rents 
be~lv~!~~~~ p~~:~~~n't;~:! 
12:00 noun to ap~r in next day's 
publication. Anything Processed 
alter 12:00 noon will go in following 
day's publication. 
The Daily Egyptian rannot be 
responsible for more than one 
day's inrorrect insertion. Ad-
vertisers are responsible for 
~~"!~~t~~: n'!!vlt':i:::;:: ~ 
advertiser which Iel',en the value 
of the advertisement will be ad-
t:~:::ily~f o~~r~,,:d wistPt~a::n!:i 
your ad. call 536-3311 before 12: 00 
noon for cancellation in the next 
day's issue. 
m~le~~rWc~~~e\~~h:.~ft~!:J~~ 
the rate applicable for the number 
of insertions it ap~rs. There will 
:1~~ bfo a~o~::I~~enaJ~~a~re~! 
necessaITecr~rwork. pay~a~i ~dva~~:e!i~!~f f~ru~b~~ 
accounts with established credit. 
FOR SALE' 
Automobiles 
1968 OLDSMOBILE TORNADO, 
~~afO~w!!ontuYt~po':e~erai~a~ 
good tires. Call Tues .. Wed .. and 
Thw-s. evenings. 529-2899. 3038Aa50 
'70 VW POP Top camper. 7.000 
~~~hon r:~~iJt e~fiine ~;~i"r: 
mechanically very sound. iU'ust 
sell $65O-best offer. 457-8661. Terry. 
3069Aa52 
LIN(,OLN CONTINENTAL 1973. 
:!lcJWe~rr. m~ha~i~~l~~~~ti~~: 
gl~:ni.n~~~i~1C~usso::;~rr".1~,. ~~~b 
o.b.!). After 5:00. 529-2175 :l109Aa.'>3 
1976 FIAT 131 St<ltion Wagon. I 
automatic. low mileage. new IIres. 
~~fi~~tSco~~~~:ri .t;JJ,t J~:2~.ex- I 
3118Aa50 
J~i~n~snrFMV-~'a:~;~I!en~o~J-1 
interior. $1200 OBO. Call after 
4pm, 529-5375 or 529-5982. 3142A'!50 
1979 CHEVY IMPALA, Car-
~i~:"~'illa~h~t1.~~a~~~ 
after 5pm. 3148Aa51 
1976 'fOYOTA. EXCELLENT 
oondition Siereo ystem. Must see 
~$;~~te. Cal after 3~~l~ 
1973 FORD LTD Pewer 
everything. R'ms good. Good 
winter car, $350 ')!' best oift'r. 529-
1745. 3174Aa51 
1m TOYOTA LAND Cruiser. 4x4. 
Excellent runnie'! condition. New 
t;.Jr.t,~~ers. dlic;l exha~~:J;{~ 
1949. CHI!;VROLET '. ton pickup . ~:~~~X~ .. ~~bi g~~~leb~y. ~~ 
motor or t·.'ansmissior .. Best offer. 
1-988-8203. 3251Aa52 
1974 MUSTANG II. Rebuilt 6 cyt. 
auto,natica power steering. am-fm f;r~ii~~Up. Ur-sgJ£~looo ~~~~2 
Partli !: Services 
ALTERNATORS AND STAR· 
~!u~~,"~:buiNi'n~r::eskPrii.es ~n 
Rebuilders. Marion. 11. All work 
LU~~~:~o ~~~:99Jjt:Jll!I?r 
Motorcycle. 
1979 HONDA XL 008. Looks new. 
$~75 O. B. O. Includes two 
helmets. 549-3084 al:er4pm. 
3196A~2 
1982 KAWASAKI GPZ550. Like 
new. only 3.100 miles. Must sell. 
549-0614. evenings. 3074Ac49 
Real Estate 
ALTO PASS. 20 minutes from SIU. 
3 bedroom. 2 bath. fireplace. chain 
~~~e:;.co~e~:~\~ul~~n~,:nl~ 
893-2900, anytime. 536-7575. week· 
days. B2874Ad53 
WANTING TO BUILD? Beautiful 
~!fli~ri~~g .. Hills. car~~~~ 
CR.\B ORCHARD LAKE. 40 acres. 
,~ mile fronta~e on blaektop road. 
::a~~:b~~~i~lii,~ ~rk~i~ff::t;:; 
percent financing avaiable at 12 
p!:rcent over 10 year term. Phone 
t!~:o}~[!~~ ~~r~.!'i~r!fintment 
B3002Ad50 
MUST SELL! THREE bedroom, 
central air. fuHf;; ca~eted. low 
l!:il~~h~~~~i~:ltepro~~t~~~~~ 
door. Barry. 453-4301 days. 549-6903 
evenl!'lgs. 3072Ad51 
OWlIiERS MUST SELL. make 
offer-homes from $18.000-$80,000. 
We can help arranNe financing. 
~tMe~~~y~'b::~n~?e~~i5M~use 
B308IAd62 
LAKE CHATAUQUA. • 
~FcP:~Or~ci~ ~~~:~~~~oJ,~~ 
4795. 3191Ad67 
BARGAIN FOR QUICK Sale. 
$58,001:. Parrish Acres. well 
r:~~~ "r:v~~U~~ilbe!l~:!'~ 
IT:~~en C.:'~R~~~J~~g~:e"jfl~~~~ 
8595. 3238Ad53 
Mobile Homes 
FOR SALE OR rent. 8x40. early 
model. I bedroom, completely 
furnished. refrigerator. p.ropane 
sto\'e. kerosene heated. un-
=:nl~~~~. Roxann~I~~A~~ 
HUGE 14x70 FULLY Carpeted. 
furnished. skirted. central air, 
Must sell. 549-8102. 3188Ae50 
1970 FORD RANGER XLT pickup 1976 12x52 TWO bedroom. Un-
truck Air, power. steet:ir.g, cargo derpinned, tied down. $3500. Owner 
hght. buml!er with hltcR, runs financing available. 457-2179 week-~~~. $650. Phone 549-~~1~1~~ I ~ys. . B3189Ae50 
1981 CHEVY CITATION 4-soeeci I CARBONDALE -12x52 SU~RY, 2 
. . nent' large bedrooms, central air, 1972. fo~ciift:ri. ~~;'00~1~~:2g:~ear~~: ~~17. 3199Ae54 
2pm. 3188Aa52 I 
1972 CHEVROLET IMPALA, 4dr., FOR SALE 
automatic, solid transportation. 
$625. 549-7223. 3204AaSO 
1968 BUICK WILDCAT. Runs 
great, PS, PB, AC, cruise 
~~r~~~~t see. very~i~'k 
1979 CHEVY MONTE Carlo. 
Black-Black. A. T., P. S .• 
I\~e ,.t~m 8 trac~JgX~53 
1976 VW RABBIT 4-s~, am-fm, 
sun-roof. good iiOciy.engine. Great 
mpg, $1650.00.529-4697. 3227Aa55 
1973 CUTLASS SUPREME Old-
IT,obile. Automatic, PS, PB, AC. rn~:!f:r. ~.~~~1-l;Zi\. b~~~ 
i972 SAAB WAGON. Good tirf!s 
and recent brake work. Runs okay. 
1j84-5375. 3184Aa50 
SPECIAL 
10XSO 2 or 3 Bdrm., :J 
tied down, underpinned. 
$1995 
12XSO 2 Bdrm .. tied down, 
underpinned, set on 
spacious lot. 
$2995 
12X603Bdrm. avail. immed. 
$3995 
Financing Avail 
See Doug Bushur 
atN. Hwy. 51 
Carbondale 
or Call 
549-3000 
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I CHEAP AND PRIVATE. Own 
I t~'::'o~:r:::~dO~Pt~~~~/~f~!~~i 
Hill Park. Call and look. It's the 
hest deal around. Havens Realtors 
fl29-2O-W, 549-1985 or 457 ·5240. . 
3239Ae52 
t4x70 CONCORD. 3 Bedroom 1977 ~~~_~mliances. M~3~:A~~' 
Miscellaneou. 
.. SPIDER WEB. .. BUY and sell 
:egl~w;tt~~f~.antiqu~27~~~O 
SEASONED FIREWOOD OAK & 
~~;~m~-987-2468 or 1-9~Jnos5 
HALLOWEEN COSTUMES 
~~~~~~~~!\i:. lll.:t~on~lH:U 
Sat.. 100 E. Jackson. B3149AfSO 
MOVING. MUST SELL ASAP. 
Mavtag washer-Speedqueen drYer, 
~~';I.r·5~:~e regillatofl~%~ 
FOR SALE. PORTABLE 
wheelchair. excellent condition. 
590 or best oHer. Phone t-993-6828 
or \-997-1208. 3185Ai51 
OAK LUMBER 2x4's. 2x6·s. 2x8's 
length;; 8-13 feet over 250. :O~!h::~?l.bt~I~~.ing t~~~ls2 
COPPERTONE 
REFRIGERATOR. $35.457-7027. 
3233Af53 
Electronics 
AMPLIFIER, 70 W-CH and pre-
amplifier. by Audionics of Oregon. 
~. B~rD.g~~n~:S~.~~:i. ~.::~: 
SANSUI STEREO RECEIVER. 
~~~4~~ ~~e~. ~~~A$I~ 
STEREO 
SABIN AUDIO 
W.'II ..... any prtc.ln town 
HATAatl HA.-INT. AMP. 
" ..... M"'" lOKSA-. 12_._. 
MAXILL UDXLlI e-. 12_U_. 
NAD SONY 
HAfLl1 "INWOOO 
.lVC MITSHU.ISHI 
AM •• I TlCHNICS 
YAMAHA PlONIlI 
HAIMAN/ SD Aco .... I .. 
"ARDON II'ICA 
NA"AMICHI GRADO 
AND MANY O'H.I .IANDS 
OPEN SUNDA YS 
Call before coming 684-3771 
1313 Sout" St. 
TELEVISION REPAIR 
FREE ESTIMATES 
24-hour e,timote service 
9O-doy warranty 
Rental/Sales New & Used 
A-l T.V. 
715 S. III. Ave. 
457-7009 
Across from 710 Bookstore 
SEE US FOR 
Apple. IBM & Osborne 
Microcomputer. 
ALSO 
books, supplies. s.rvic •. 'raining. 
ASK US HOW YOU CAN 
NOW HAVE AN APPLE FOR 
AS LImE AS $90.00 A MONiH 
WITH THE APPLE CREDIT PlAN . 
I!~~ ... ,?OMP;!~~€J 
CA •• ONDaLE CAPE GIItAAOIAU M",. ."l""~"" lDt~ "' ••• ·N ... • 11 •. ,.".> ........ 
Dear Customer 
Someone you know knows 
me and has leorned 'hat T.V. 
and Stereo Repoirs n"old not 
be expensive nor lime·con. 
suming. Free ESlimates. 
Some-Doy·Service. and ~:iSh 
lech Knowledge permit me 
to moke repairs for less. Like 
'hal someone. Coli: 549·5936 
And sO·/e. 
tr~ir Allen·IT.V. 
ATARt Games. 403 S Gro~om 
Pets & Supplle. 
DOG GROOMING CAR-
~~o~~~~~al, PiC~Wp· d~~~~~7.' 
~~:~I~~~e~~u~[lis';~5~~\I~~pPlies 
283IAhSI 
AQUARIUMS MURPHYSBORO. 
TROPICAL i'ishi:! small animals 
and birds. also ~ and cat SUfi; ~~~ssJ~~I~an's 0 .• 2'k~11Jl, 
WANTED. ADOPTIVE PARENTS 
~~~;I;;~":,,ru~tA~n rs~. P~f&:~r 
best o,ler. 529-1584. 3169Ah52 
41~ FOOT BOA Constrictor. 
Fnendlb. excellent condition and 1:~1~~alf~f~~~I~~~~f.S' $100 or 
3217Ah50 
BLACK COCKER SPANIEL p~. 
AKC registered. Show quality. ",all 
1-993-6808 after 5 p.m. 3253Ah54 
Musical 
FLAMENCO QUlTAR LESSONS! 
~ru~e':!~~W~15-W·~~~?i&o~ 
of Stars) teaches all levels. Also. 
be~inners in most other styles. 
W~~.nfs7~9i;O~ical. Ca~9~n~ 
~n~ls~~~~!~ls~~~~~~li~:n 
studio. Full line of muscial ac-
b~gW!le6e~nb~~R~b~~J:r~~s~e 
gUitar stan~ $18~~ All strings 
$4.99. Sound Lore Music. 715 S. 
University. on the Island":l~6s 
AUDITIONING BASSISTS. 
COMPLEX Music. Technical 
ability required. CalI457~~56 
FOR RENT 
Apartments 
CARBONDALE D~COVNT 
HOUSING. One bedrJom fur-
~h1s ~r!~Te~y!;~~r:! ~~r~~~ 
of ~mada Inn on Old Rt. 13 West. 
Call 684-4145. 8297IBa57 
ONE &: TWO bedrooms furnished, 
carpet. no pets. Two bedroom 
unfurnished duplexes, also. 529-
1735. 45H956. 3014Ba59 
BE READY FOR winter, 2 
r:~:i~~d.af~iJm~~t F~~:m~'i.~t 
Goss Property Manag"1~Ii!~~' 
FOUR BEDROOM FURNISHED 
Lewis Park Apartment available 
for spring semester. Call S:~~5s 
auy, SILL, TRADI 
USED STEREO EQUIPMENT IN GOOD 
CONDITION OR NEEDING REPAIR 
Lowe.t Price., Large.t Selection 
71 S s. Unlvenlty 
54'·1501 
t211.Maln 
457·0375 
~~~~~~~dE~~E~IwA~tra 5 ~::r. 
457.8242. 3160Ba50 
2 BEDROOM. WILL furnish, quiet 
g~i~~~~I~Ii~~I.y~:~~~ed. near 
3164Ba51 
LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE for 
~J:~~'in ~fJ~~i~~1 ~u~::tm~~~ 
~t~llriZ:rP1tt:gi a$fi;{~~~::'~~~~~ 
Available immediat ·IY. Call 549-
6283 after 4pm. 3187Ba55 
SPRING SEMESTER-NICE ef-
ficiency in the Quads. Furnished. 
C:;~. C;{l"~3storage. qUieJ~~~~5 
DUNN APARnlENTS NOW 
leasing furnished one bedroom 
apartments for spring and sum-
mer. Pool. tenms court, laun-
~~~rtth:~a~~ere~ru::sn;~ :m 
I 
find. For more informatIOn call 
529-9472 or stoR and see 250 S. 
~~ilri~:~'~' I am-4pm. N~~:-h 
E;FFICTENCY. FURNISHED. 
SPACIOUS Water . trash pick up 
included. '~Uiet iocation near 
I 
I 
II 
campus.457· 290 after S:"gfs':ffia69 
Now taking Foil and Spr:ng contrOt::a 
for efficiencies. J bedroom and 2 tJed· 
room apt. 3 btac:ks from Campus. No 
pels. 
GI_ Wlillo .... , lentol. 
510 S. Unlv ... lty 
457-7941 ~4'-2454 
PARKTOWN APTS. 
Perfect for profesSionals. 800 sq. ff., 
2 Bedroom apartment. Air. carpeted 
patiO. tighted parking and coble TV 
Behind Corbondole Clinic. 5350.' 
mon' .... 
WOODRUFF SERVICES 
457·3321 
N-:,.w Renting tor Foall ond Spring. 
Efficiencies and 1 bedroom apts. No 
pets. laundry facilities. 
Pyromldl 
(2 bt .... from CampuI) 
516S •• owU .... 
549-2454 457-7941 
FURNISHED 
EFFICIENCY 
4 Blocks From Campus, 
Water, Sewer Included 
Carpeted, Air Condo 
549·6610 
IMPERIAL 
MECCA 
Houses 
HOMEFINDERS WILL HELP you 
find a rental! For free service call 
529-52~2 or 529-3866. Division of 
Diederich Real Estate. B28l!Bbss 
THREE BEDROOM. FUR-
NISHED. Close to campus and new 
~~~n~bie~!'! ~~f~. g~~~~. 
r~r~:i~ro!E~~?~~nte~,O~~~l 
location. Furnished or un-
furnished. rent now for wint!'r 
semester. 529-1539. 2956Bb56 
4-BEDROOM. SPLIT-LEVEL, 
furnished. 3 males need I more 
~1~rilirt~'1~~tl~aeJ.I2f'~gat~ 
warter mile east on Park from 
all. 457-4334. B3052Bb61 
NICE COTTAGE. CLEAN, close to 
campus. Immediate occupancy, no 
pets. 549-0272 or 549-01123. 
B315tiBbSO 
MURPHYSBORO - 2 BEDROOMS, 
nice nei~hborhood, gas heat, szzs:. 
::If:r~;~US;,poSll Call ~~ 
COTTAGE FURNISHED. I Male 
student. No pets'pmotorc~cles. 
:;~il!'~l:n~ov, 2. hone ~~1 
CARBONDALE DISCOUNT 
HOUSING. Two bedroom fur-
nished house and three bedroom 
~~~~~A~d Ahb~~~~tey:'Snget!lsa~r 
waterbeds. Two miles west of 
Ramada Inn on Old Rt. 13 West. 
Call 684-4145. B3228Bb68 
~r~Ji~~~Sh~~eA~!r1J?Wt~c 
near mall. Can have great parties. 
M~.ilable Spring semeSl~J~ 
:I. BEDROOM FURNISHED. brick 
rancher. 2·bath. located ncar I 
~::J~~~~:ohri~~~fh~:~J:ye~~~~ 
~lu~:i~~~~a~nh~~~~~U~~~~ I 
the total house to 3 new ~ple. 457-
4:1:W B3229Bb68 ! 
Now Renting For Fall 
tb.-Cia. to Campus 
.. ·Bedroom .. 05 s. a..v.,oge 
3·Bedroom: 303 S. Fo,est 
.. 06 Cherry Court 
"lOS ...... h 
1.8ed,,,,,,,,: _5. Urlv.r.ltyl3 
52'·1012 52t·3." Room. I I 
,I NICELY FURNISHED ~LE 
room. II" blocks f~campus. 
All utilities included. Call 54g:.SS96 
after 5:00. B2808BdSI 
rev? '~~~~Pf!~~~r:i2W~I-
cofIege, 684-5917, 529-3866. 457-3321. 
BARTENDERS GO-GO DAN-I 
CERS. Bartenders: full or part 
time. Dancers: $5.00 per hour. 
StricUy legitimate-type en-
~f~!~n;:r:t ~~e~~~!:) iC:alfe~ :: 
~!~~~n~~~:4g~e~arl52~:93~1N~r 
HELP WANTED 
B2914Bd57 
WEEKLY AND MONTHLY rates. 
~;~~I':i~I;ru~nfi~!f~c~~~~hg 
Mo¥e( ~~idE~e~i'f:ia~in~;~eI~t~ 
Carbondale, lIIinois. Phone 549-
4013. B3134Bd64 
SUBLEASE NOW OR January. 
wm S:~u::: r~~tt~1i ~~:J~~Pt. 
31758<151 
appointment. 2827C51 
OVERSEAS JOBS - SUMMER-
Year round. Eurore S. Amer., 
Australia. Asia. AI fields, $500- I 
f~~ w~~~tt% J~~h5~~~gCo~~~ 
Del Mar, CA 92625. 2822C51 
EXTRA NICE 12x60. 2-bdrm. 
furnished. private settil)g. la~ 
~ f~~lni~~~.lated. no d~i6BC591 
~~dR~a~L~~~o~~;.lr~~Ob~~~~~ 
WANTEDWAITRESSESFORCoo I 
Coo's and S. I. Bowl. Apply in I 
personanytimeafter9:30~~'28C64 I 
TELEPHONE SOLICITORS. NO I 
~i1tii~~~~r A'~~~P'Ki~:~ l-:."n~ furnished. central air. natural gas. I 
underpinnedU anchore~ dose to ~~. and niversity B~~~i 
1981 ONE AND Two bedroom 
nicely furnished. energy savi¥- I 
=: campus. Sorry. nO~B~ 
Room NO.4. 3153C5O 
~~a~rs~i~i~ACE \:>r~~~~ duriI~~ ~:O~~ss~~ ~~~~-n~l1rng~Ot~: 
ternational ~all has rooms perience unnecessary. Excellent 
TWO BEDROOM REDUCED rent. 
available now. No pets please ';57-
8352 after 4 p.m. B3u60Bc61 
CARBONDALE - NEWLY CAR-
PETED, nicely furnished, 2 
bedroom with air. 3"" miles east. 
No dogs. A vailatlle November 1st. $175-month.457-6372. B3096Bc51 
VERY BEAUTIFUL AND ~ac-
~i'b~ool!,wt~t':!~ li~nla~~~ 
kitchen, new carpet &: furnishel!. 
~~5~~~4:;~~~'!l~t:ffl~~~ 
MALIBU VILLAGE, FRONT and 
rear bedrooms, 1 ¥.. ba Ihs, fur-
~~'!t~{o:,~~g~~~edLe~ut~~~ 
deposit required. 549-555fi31S1Bc53 
~~f~le~lf~ m.s ~m~: 
£::t waste money, ca~~&~ 
PERFECf FOR COUPLE. Two 
bedroom with 12x20 living room, 
~~~~I~:il.b~bas~~~~~l:a:o ~m: 
Available immediately. 549-3973. 
morning!; best. B3167Bc52 
TWO BEDROOM 12x52. Front " 
rear bedroom. Country setting. 
$160 per month: 457-2179 ~if~i~' 
~i~~l~ro~~Wat~~~~~'tra~~' 
W~.NO pets. Single o~I~Yf~ 
ONE AND TWO bedrooms. Clean, 
nicely furnished. Close to campus. 
~s%~~~d~~CY'B~I~5Wc~' 
ROY AL RENTALS 
Apartments 
Mobile Homes 
Furnished & Air Condo 
No Pets 
457.4422 
FREE BUS 
TOSIU 
e Laundromat 
e CABlEVISION 
e1or2baths 
e 2 or 3 bedrooms 
e$145-$36O 
Only 2 mil .. 
Norlh of Com"" •. 
Sing I. Roles 
AvailGhI. 
available for rent for the Income potential. send stamped 
N':mkSfndi~:r':f~~~o~ ~~~bl~~: I ~ ~g:~~1-r'i.W~~O~~rt~hi~:::: 
npancy is $12 a day per person. bondale, IL 62901. 3159C5O 
There IS also a $10 refundable I 
damage deposit. Call 54~121 or WHOLESALE DlSTRIBUTOR-
~~~hljt!n~e~~~~3:le~fll~~~ SHIP AVAILABLE. Start your 
R t' I be d b I g~"e ig~~~s'!en~~~~~i~~i~:~~ 5p~e:nv~~3~;, ~:~embe:.n~, rs8:l No inventory to buy. send SASE 
____ ~ _____ 32_4_5_Bd_5O_ I txllJ~~~ i~o~;r.(~~~' Rt. 3, 
Roommat.. I _______________ B_3_16_1~_ 
VANT TO BE ALONE~ We' U give I HELP WANTED. COOR-
i:u a one ~n rate on a two DINATOR of Rehabilitation 
droom mobile home or apart- I ~~~~~e~~ ~~agfiii:!~io~, ~~~:l W:;:;a::rf;::1-~r:h;~~' call work, or psychology, at least 2 
B2919Be54 jl::rs f~~~iS~~Il~~~~r:ce f~~ 
. CARBONDALE 603 N. Billy evaluation, monitoring and 
I Bryan, available immediately, coordinating an array of services spring, summer, fall. Share, and staff WIthin the agency, and 
I 
furnililled clean two bedroom I will be the liasol!: wilhout side 
bouse. Central air, nice location, service agencies. :;,end resume to 
~.room, car space. 549-4Jl:l~ I :o:~. fDna~"[frpo~~\v~'a~ 
. ROOMMATE, NON-SMOKER, to anequalopportunityempWI~C58 
I share nice house. $WI-month. 457-2610. 3106Be52 HORTICULTURE STUDENT 
I 
I FOR yard work. Ca1l4S7-8\123. SHARE ¥.. OF 3-Bdr house - 3221C50 (female) lots of space, large yard, I 
carport. $187.50 Leave message, RESPIRATORY CARE. IM-I Susan. 457-0071. 3122Be5O I MEDIATE openings for graduates 
i NEED TO SUBLET or find two lfh:~a~~S~~I~edc!:g~mf~ 
m::~T:~~sb~~r;rmnHo:~el~~t I ~r~i~~d l~~~r:r ~~~~~ 
month rent free negotiabl~. Pets I Personnel Dep'artment, St. 
o.k. Call after 1 :oop.m. 549-5255. Elizabeth's HOSPItal, 211 S. 3rd 
31l1Be50 I St., Belleville, IL 62221 or call 
LEWIS PARK. FEMALE room- W~~~~i~2~in~fo~e:~9~32~~~1 
mates needed for ~pring semester, 
~.' Rent negotiable. ~~J~J:i I SERVICES OFFERED 
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO share 
~nt Wo~e~ife t~~:le!r~fo~~ 1:: 
campus. Cost: $UO per month. 
Please call as soon as possible at 
549-1401. 3165Be57 
ROOMMATES NEEDED. MALE 
g:-,:~~I,ei!:tg-~~r~~~~W!c~e~~~: 
4265. 3181Be51 
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED 
Lewis Park. ~. utilities, 549-4581. 
3182Bef.O 
FEMALE ROOMMATE 
NEEDED. Nice Garden Park ap~. 
$125-month, II. electric. Ask for 
Diane, 549-4680. 3193Be52 
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES for 
very nice 4-bedroom apartment in 
LeWis Park for spring semester, 
first 1\" months rent free! CaU457-
53ti6. 3208Be53 
ONE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 
Nice three bedroom house. $100 a I ~~~r.t~.between ~i~Re~ 
~~D S:S~&.:o~&M!: ~~_i~i~ 
utilities 3 blocks to campust 4 I ~~s to strip. Call457-202M~~~ 
PAINTING INTERIOR EX-
TERIOR. Guaranteed professional 
qu • .lity. Al Raila, 529-4868. 2790E5O 
TYPING - RUSH JOBS and 
regular. Cassette tapes tran-
scribed. Termpapers, theses-
dissertations. bOok manuscripts, 
~~~Ci~~:~i~~~~~~~~' 
2757E53 
TYPING - THE OFFICE. 409 W. 
Main Street. 549-3512. 2914E56 
~~~ r?;l~~~ Arn~A~:~~. 
tt>ed. Lacquer $250. ~e mol~i'.'gs. 
~~~:'~~7-=~~~~~.~~~=: 
for appointment or informa=E58 
I 
RURAL CARBONDALE, 1 c·r ~ I 
roommates needed, 2-bedrolHJl 
house, January rent free! Call 684-
'-..:. __ .:.. _____ .-.. 6473. 3241B~ I 
HOME TYPING SERVICE. 
;:::~~;~. ts. C~~f~57-61:Jt~1~:e 
5, 1.984-2~31 after 5. Reasonable 
rates. 3121E63 
~~~?ri~. Pf~~tE~n~P:~;u;~ZI 
Guaranteed no errors. Reasonable 
rates. 549-2258. 3170E66 
THE HANDYMAN - PAINTING, 
glazing, drywalling, electrical, 
ca rpentry, roofing, I.auling, 
~ardwork. All jobs large or small. 
~~J~~. work. Reasonab~ke:s 
EXPERIENCED TEACHER 
WILL babysit in her home. 
Located close to campus and 
Winkler Grade School. 457-7027 
3232E53 
STRESS? 
• DECREASE TENSION 
• INCREASE PERFORMANCE IN 
SCHOOL 
• IMPROVE CONCENT"" TION 
• AVOID UNNECESSARY ILLNESS 
FOR HElP I INFO .. CAll WELLNESS 
CENTER. 536·44-41 
WANTED 
WANTED TO BUY. Class rings, 
old gold &. silver broken jewelry, :i"ttiiscr~r'v~rur1~nl&!,11 ~~i:~' ~'>. ~inois Avenue. 457-6831. 
B3013F59 
lOST . 
GOLD ELGIN LADIES Watch. 
~:a~3.~~~~\~~-~~'f· 31~1i 
KITTEN - 4 MONTH old~ra~ ti~cr ~l~~ ~T/~4~1~~r . 31~~ 
LADIES GOLD ELGIN watch. Ag-
Pulliam. Sentimental value. 
Reward. Call Cristy, 529-1947. 
3206G54 
LOST! ORA~GE BACKPACK 
containing draiting equ!pment and 
~":!i"nf~i1~~ ~::nes!~~~al~k:~ 
for Steve. 3214G52 
GRATEFUL J)EAD GREEK 
Theatre bootleg ta~ lost uptown 
~~a C~n~~2 Ofle of ~~12 
FOUND 
YELLOW LABRADOR FEMALE. 
~It~'i!i l~t:e wJ~~~rwhg~ 
are noffound. Sf9-2236, 8:30am-
5:00pm. 3201H5il 
CAMERA, THOMPSON POINT 16-
~~~~~ ~~~~.t~~~ g~~:s~e 
3242H51 
ENTERT AINMENT 
HORSEBACK RIDING! TRAILS! 
Lessons! Gentle horses for sale. 
Hoofbeats - 457-4370. 291iI54 
HAYRIDE PARTIES! SCENIC 
hayride and bonfire. Fun for all 
g~:s ~~~~~~: :~;!~Oasr~~~ 
Mickey. 2910154 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
HALLOWEEN COSTUMES 
LONGBRANCH. Hats wigs, ~~~Wo ~~tSja~~~ MO~31~5O 
FACES PAINTED, COSTUMES, 
fort:lI1e telling. Funky Funkb but 
~~L~J~n~:e~~~d~ alnut;mPj~ 
CRAFT SHOP 
AttaondC,ott5 
WoodIhopFocmt ... 
CDntI~tSaI .. 
Matti"ls.r.kfl 
CUi drill ond.anding 
Woritshopw./se-I"O 
Arts. and C,ofts~ .. 
453·3636 
:.", 
AUCTIONS & SAL 
-, 
, Lj· ~ I 
,~ I 
I Foryour I I Convenience I I Clip & Save I 
I 
'DISHES, KITCHEN ITEMS, furi 
Initure. good clothes, books'l 
Isot. Bam-? 2101 Sunset Driv!'J 
'Much, much more. B3226KK~ 
I I PLANT SALE. MURPHYSBORO I 
,1313 South Street. 9-6 Thursl 
Idoy-? Priced from $.50 to!! 
'
$12.00.684-3771. 3218KKS() 
I 
;HERIT AGE HILLS. CLOTHES,' 
household items 10-HP 36'1 
',riding mower with-withoutl 
,trailer, many other items.' 
.. ~~d!!~ ____ ~~~~ 
FOUR MILES WEST of Car-
bondale. Three miles east of 
~~r&?~~b~~fiv~, ~~~~u~~~: 
fast set. Saturday 8-5. ~K5O 
YARD SALE: 10-29-83 9a m. afg'l7 
West Walnut. Slove, refrigerator, 
lamps, heat lamp. books, mIsc.' 
3240K5O 
YARD SALE. COVENANT 
Christian School. Sat., Oct. 29, 8-2, 
1300 W. North Street. Take 
~r:~~rr.~ NOf ~f:i~\~h~lIr~ 
Costumes!! 3248K50 
ANTIQUES 
RIDERS WANTED 
i CARBONDALE TO ST. Louis 
fL8$'fa;.I~~~.!~~\~ ~J>~Df~~~ 
$31.70; Carbondale to 
~~~~~tf~ia~po'r:"~ 54~.~~. 
457-4144. ?144P51 
RIDE' 'THE STUDENT Transit" 
~e~~:ei:'er:t~~:s~~~n:;u:!u~s 
Chicagoland. Departs Fridavs 
2pm, returns Sundays. Only $39.75 
~v~~~f. ~~~hi~~;~a~::b~ 
12:30pm Thursdays (Regular 
549.75 roundtrip). TIckets may be 
purchased up to three weeks in 
advance. Ticket sales outlet at 715 
South University Avenue on 
, , The Island", open Monday thru 
Thursday 10:3Oam-12:30pm and 
~i:&~' Friday to:3Oam-=!i 
~~ena~at;~~:.?~iri .Sf:~:1 
Friday 5pm, leave Fhicago, 
Sunday 5pm. Reservation 
~~?~lrs~dVi~~s~r11as1~~~o::a ~~~ 
cepted. :l2:l7P«n 
~\ 
SMILE TODAY ) 
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HAYE A GOOD 
HALLOWEE" I" 
CARBOND.IILJl,.ClOIRDIE~ 
(YI 
LOYE JILL TOM 
fI"D ClEO HEalES 
TOLDU$TO 
FOfNJEf rOUR B1IlTHDA'f: 
WEDID. 
• 
r 1:: SANIII' AND YOU/I 
'KEYD8. COUNTIl'( ClUB 
ROOMMATES. (SOB TOO.) 
P'$. WE'1lE HAVING rOUR 
B1IlTHDAr ANt1t'AY. 
fJOODJOB 
CUImS 
McDANIEL It 
STAFFf 
CARBONDALE 
ClEAN-UP WAS 
A SUCCESS THANKS 
TO YOUR EFFOIU$ 
~CONGRAT1JIAT10NS 
. ONAJOB 
, WEUDONE 
T-gfJltlAI~~~RS 
HAUf A GHOSTLV 
HALLOWEEN 
REMEMBER TO 
THINK PINK AND 
GREEN. WE 
LOUE YOU ALL. 
VOURSPIRIT 
COMMITTEE 
SOUTHERNFEST 1I1 
S'lUDENT AcrJVlTIBS FAIR, 
II knowledF wrapped 
in sooddma. 
lCaled with fun and ded 
with • ribbon 01 excitement 
Come to d.e Free Forum 
Area on Wedneeday, Nov. 2. 
NOON till Four and unwrap 
the be.t present you'll ever 
receive. 
THE 
KILLER 
KLOTH 
STRIKES 
AfJAIN 
536-3311 
.or .esult. At A 
Down-To-Earth Price 
placea 
D.E. CLASSIFIED 
" .. 3311 
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------Can1pusBriefs-------
SIGMA DELT\ Chi. society by Sunday, Nov. 6 . 
of professional journalists will 
meet at noon Friday in Com- RICHARD KURIN, an-
munications 1246. thropology professor, will speak 
on "Possession in Pakistan" at 
the meeting of the Anthro Club 
at 7:30 p.m. Thursday at 206 
Garden Park Apts. 
A SPEECH and slide show on 
"The SIU Museum: A 
Preserver of the National 
r-atrimony since 1874" will be 
given by John Whitlock. 
director of the musum, from 
noon to 1:30 p.m. Tuesday in the 
Thebes Room. Phi Kappa Phi, 
national scholastic honor 
society is sponsoring the 
presentation. 
DELTA SIGMA Theta, public 
service sorority, will host a 
halloween masquerade ball 
from 9 p.m. to 3 a.m. Saturday 
in Ballrooms A, Band C. Ad-
mission will be $1 for those 
wearing costumes and $] 25 for 
all othel'!!. Proceeds will be 
donated to Sickle Cell Anemia Year Round Exercise 
THE CHiLDREN'S Choir at 
Monument of Hope Church will 
present "Children's Praise to 
the Lord Variety Program" at 3 
p.m. Saturday in the Monument 
of Hope Church. 401 N. Marion 
St. 
COAUTiON FOR Change 
will meet at 10 a.m. Saturday at 
the Wesley Found?tion. 
THE SIERRA Club is spon-
soring a hike and an optional 
campout at the Burden Falls in 
the eastern part of Shawnee 
National Forest to begin at 9:30 
a.m. Saturday from the First 
National Bank parking lot. 
WOMEN IN International 
Development will have a 
potluck and meeting at 5:30 
p.m. Sunday at the Wesley 
Foundation. 
l\IOBIl.IZATION OF 
Volunteer Effort requests all 
student organizations that plan 
to coUect money for The United 
Way to bring donations to the 
Office of Student Development 
ASSEMBLfi:D. FITTED AND READY-TO-RIDE AT 
NO EXTRA COST FREE 30·DAY CHECKUP. TOO! 
Support the1984 u.s.OIympicTeam. 
Tum 
aluminum 
i gold. 
Recycle aluminum cans. 
3 Days Only 
37~/lb. 
Recycling Location: 
~OLLECTION HOURS: 
Saturday, 10129/93. 9to 12 
Sunday, 10/30/83, 11 to 2 
Monday, 10/31/83, 9to 12 
VENEGONI DISTRIBUTING INC. 
550 No. 19th Sf ",,,.,r h sboro 
Caribbean schools popular 
Centers take U.S. overload LDEN SCISSORS OF Welcomes Back Terry Smith 
By Citristopher Connell 
Associated Press Writer 
WASHINGTON The 
several hundred U.S. medical 
students in Grenada. whose 
safety was a prime con-
sideration in the American 
invasion. are among thousands 
of would-be doctors who have 
gone abroad after being 
rebuffed at home. 
For decades. frustrated 
Americans have pursued tht'ir 
dream of a medical dt'gree in 
Guadalajara. Mexico; Bologna. 
Italy. and the Philippines. 
But in recent years the trail 
has led most often to the 
Car;bbean. where schools such 
as the American-run St. 
George's University Medical 
School on Grenada have sprung 
up in recent years. For 
Americans. they offer one 
distinct advantage: instruction 
in English. 
St. George's was founded in 
19n by Charles Modica. 36. a 
Bayshore, N.Y., lawyer who 
was himself frustrated in at-
tempts to gain admission to a 
U.S. medical school years ago. 
Modica raised S5.5 million from 
backers including physicians 
whose children had been 
rejected by American schools. 
Alvin Bucksbaum, a North 
Woodmere, N.Y., lawyer and 
head of the 700-family Parents' 
Network of st. George's school 
said Tuesday. "Perhaps if the 
money that's going into this 
action todlP (the U.S. invasion) 
wou!d have gone into vpening 
doors up for American boys and 
girls statewide, we wouldn't 
have to send them to foreigr. 
medical schools. 
"It's a shame there aren't 
enough places for all those who 
are determined to become 
doctors and have the ability," 
said Bucksbaum. who has a sun 
enrolled at :5t. George's, but 
who is Bot on the island. The 
schc.<>J's third·year students, 
including his son, normally take 
their clinical studies at 
hospitals in the United States 
and Great Britain. 
"It's been an excellent 
education .... " Bucksbaum said. 
. 'I would hope that the school 
goes baQk to normal. These are 
very determined young men 
and women who really went 
through a lot to get a medical 
education." 
St. George's and rival 
Caribbean institutions are run 
for profit and are not accredited 
by U.S. agencies. They ad-
vertise frequently in The New 
York Times' Sunday "Week in 
Review" section. SI. George's 
ads boast about its graduates' 
record on a test required of 
foreign mea;cal school students 
seeking residencies in the 
United States the 
Educational Commission on 
Foreign Medical Graduates 
test. 
Dr. Ray Casterline. vice 
president of that Philadelphia-
based commission, said that in 
1982, 218 Americans from St. 
George's took the test and 79 
percent, or 173, passed. Only 33 
percent of all Am('ricans and 
aliens who took the test passed. 
By passing that test. 
Americans and others who 
study abroad can secure 
residencies in American 
hospitals. Some Americans also 
gain transfer into U.S. in-
stitutions as third-year students 
by passing an exam given by 
the National Board of Medical 
Examiners in Philadelphia. 
Casterline estimated that at 
any given time, "at least 15,000 
to 20,000 Americans are outside 
the United States studying" in 
130 to 140 medical schools. The 
attritiol, rate is "very high," he 
added. 
In last Sunday's New York 
Times, the University of st. 
Lucia School of Medicine 
stressed in its ad that it was "in 
stable democratic st. Lucia." 
The American University of the 
Caribbean emphasized that its 
medical school in Montserrat, 
British West Indies, is in "a 
politically stable democratic 
British Crown Colony of the 
United Kingdom, which assures 
students a peacl!ful and unin-
terrupted education." 
The American Association of 
Medical Colleges. the 
organization of 127 accredited 
U.S. schools, frowns on 
Americans going abroad to get 
medical degrees. 
The U.S. medical schools 
+++++++++++4 
1- HANGAR~t 
Friday 
Happy ·Hour 2:00·8:00 t 
Uncle Jon'l Bind ~ 
504 Drafts 75¢ Speedrails T 
No Cover +-
. Friday Night 
Unci. Jon'. Band 
Saturday 
Happy Hour 2:00·8:00 
,. on the Floor 
SO¢ Drafts 75¢ Speedrails 
No Cover 
Saturday Night 
4 on the Floor 
Hangar Hotline 549.1233 
'+ 
'+ 
'+ 
+ 
reject half of the approximately 
35,000 students who apply each 
year. 
A federai advisory panel 
warned several y('ars ago that 
the United States was producing 
too many doctors. The govern-
ment has cut out some subsidies 
and put pressure on U.S. ;:chools 
not to expand. 
Elizabeth Ferguson of 
Woodside, N.Y .. who has had 
two sons attend SI. George's 
and whose husband. Bernard. 
has done legal work for 51. 
George's and other Caribbean 
schools. said. "There are just 
not enough places in the 
American schools. " 
The foreign-trainee! 
Americans and aliens who pass 
th;! Educationa! Commission on 
Foreign Medical Graduates test 
can compete for residencies in 
U.S. hospitals, but they face 
tough odds. . 
Dr. John Grettinger, dean for 
graduate medical education at 
Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's 
Medical Center in Chicago. said 
the number .)f Americans 
trained in the Caribbean 
seeking U.S. residencies 
spurted from 785 in 1981 to 1.988 
this year, and 2.900 already 
have regist-.:red for 1984 
openings. 
Grettinger, who is executive 
vice president of the National 
Residency Matching Program, 
which operates a computer 
match of students with 
hospitals, said that 51 percent of 
the Caribbean-trained 
Americans failed to get a 
hospital position in the 1982 
match, compared \I ith 8 per-
cent of the American medical 
school graduates. Only 25 
percent of the aliens seeking 
residencies got an offer. 
A~liC Nails ...... Sale· $20.00 ,
Pedicures ..... Sale -$15.~~ 
Free Haircut with Penn iff \ 
$25.00 ~\ 
ith Frank Tergoning) 
1110 Walnut Murphy.boro "7.4042 
HE60LDMIIE 
LUNCH SPECIAL! 
11:00-2:00 
FOR A HEAIff'I 
SLICE n SODA/" 
11.49 
FREE DElNEKY 
529-4130 
(AIt.rS:OOJ 
611 S. II/inail 
FRE·E# 
FACE PAINTING 
FRIDAY 
SATURDAY 
11 
11 
3 
2 
First come - First serve. 
AT THE CROSSROADS 
OF THE UNIVERSITY 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
STUDENT CENTER 
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FOOTBALL from Page 28 
FOR THAT REASON and a 
couple more. Dempsey said that 
the fans Saturday ""ill be 
"shocked" with the play of New 
Mexico State. Although the 
Aggies are not as good as In-
diana State, Dempsey said they 
are the caliber of Eastern 
Illinois. which has a 7-1 record. 
"They aren't playing like a 3-5 
team," Dempsey said. "They 
ilre a dangerous football team." 
Dempsey said the game 
would not be comparable to 
earlier games with Southeast 
Missouri State and Northern 
Iowa in which the Salukis won 
by more than 40 points. 
"When playing for a new 
coach," Dempsey said. 
"especially when the coach 
before didn't have any success, 
the players will play their 
hearts out. Even when you're 
losing, they'U show you that 
they're getting better. They 
won't quit. This team seems to 
have better discipline than it 
has had in the past." 
The Aggies are the type of 
team that likes to strike 
quickJy, Dempsey said. A lot of 
the Aggies' drives do not consist 
of three- and four-yard gains. 
Rather, New Mexico Slate will 
have gains of 20 and 25 yards, 
which would put them in good 
field position, if not scoring 
position. 
TO GUARD AGAINST the 
Aggies' attack, Dempsey said 
the Saluki defense has to come 
up with another fine per-
formance. 
"What they a,''.: t: ying to do is 
to confuse us," Dempsey said. 
"We can't use so much defense 
when they're in all of these 
different sets. But we can't just 
stand there and play them 
straight all the time because 
th~~~l~r~h~sS:r;:i~'~ho were 
injured in last week's game 
against (ndiana Slate will be 
back in action for the defense. 
Cornerback Terry Taylor, who 
left the Indiana St2te game with 
a stomach injury, will start 
against the Aggies, Dempsey 
said. Taylor has five of the 
Salukis' nine blocked kicks, 
along with one interception. 
Backup cornerback Tony 
Haywood will be ready to play if 
he is needed, but Dempsey said 
that he will try to rest Haywood 
this weekend. Haywood 
sprained his ankle against 
Southwest Missouri State. 
Donnell Damel will replace 
Haywood as the team's punt 
returner, as he did last week 
against Indiana State. 
TilE OFFf''1SIVE line has 
become steadit:( as the season 
has progressed, Dell1psey said. 
He said that the loss of John 
Heitbrink for the season with a 
separated shoulder during the 
Northern low .. game has not 
helped the Saluki offensive linp 
"His lo!'s really has hurt Ul'." 
Dempsey said. 
Dempsey has shuffled his 
line, but still is not completely 
satisfied with the results he has 
been getting out of the qt:ick 
guard position. 
"We have to become steadier 
at quick guard," Dempsey said. 
Dave Bock, Mark Banbury 
and Albert Gonzales will be 
counted on to provide the 
steadiness. Bock will probably 
start against New Mexico State. 
but Banbury is expected to see 
some action, Dempsey said. 
.. Albert GQnzales is looki.Jg 
better in practice," Dempsey 
said. "He was hurt earlier, but 
he is coming around now." 
In addition to trying to 
become only the second &lluki 
squad ever to have a !Hl record, 
SIU-C is just 11 points shy of 
setting a season scoring record. 
The 1930 squad went !Hl, while 
the scoring record was set in 
1960 with 294 points. 
Series MVP claims pitching 
depth will keep Orioles at top 
By Dick Joyce goes of basebaU ... Pete Rose, more I can do. My days of 
AP Sports Writer Joe Morgan and Schmidt. And trying to hit .300 and lead the 
rabbits in the outfield and league are over. , never thought 
stealing bases. But it was a that a No.8 hitter who hit .230 or 
n:lati~tely easy Worid Series. .240 most of his life would win 
NEW YORK (AP) - Rick 
De psey, the recipient 
Thursday of a new al.t<Jmobile 
for being named the 1983 World 
Series' most valuable player, 
believes the Baltimore Orioles 
will remain on top for several 
years because "we're pitching 
rich." 
-No one else is close to us in 
pitching talent," said 
Baltimore's light-hitting cat-
cher wh'l batted a surprising 
. 385 in the Orioles' 4 games to 1 
Series triumph over the 
Philadelphia Phillies. "We have 
five or six starters and a strong 
bullpen." 
Dempsey pinpointed ability of 
the Orioles' pitchers to shackle 
PhiUies' slugger Mike Schmidt 
(I-for-20> as a key to the Series 
triumph. 
"I found out the Phillies were 
just like regular guys," he said. 
"I imagined them being the 
"By the third game, aU Sch- it." 
midt got was 90 percent fast- The 35-year-old DeClpsey, 
balls above the belt," he said. who has a career average of 
"He got in a bad groove. ThE. .240, has done the majority of 
fans were booing him. The the Orioles' catching for the 
pressure was on him and he was past. six years after being 
swinging at pitches out of the acquIred from the New York 
strike zone. Yankees. This year, he led 
"A lot of people told me the ..tmerican League catchers in 
Series was boring. Maybe it fielding and threw out more 
was, but ... I was caught up in than 40 percent of potential base 
the emotion of it all." stealers . 
Dempsey, who lives in He said that Thurman 
Agoura, Calif., set a five-game Munson, the late New York 
World Series record for most Yankees' catcher, had a great 
extra base hits (four doubles influence on him. 
and a home run) and tied a five-
game Series record with four 
doubles. 
In the final game, he caUected 
a d _uble and homer in a 5-0 
victory. 
"n was the biggest day of my 
life," he said. "There's nothing 
Women's Athletics Road Race 
Saturday, October 29 
11:30 a.m. 
$5/person registration fee 
at Davies Gym 
Entries accepted untillO:30am on Sat. 
T-Shirts given to all entrants while 
supplies last. 
-2 Races-
• 2 mile costume run-prize given 
for best costume 
• 5 mile run (No costumes) 
Catagories based on aBe 
Race starts at Woody Hall 
Page 24, Daily Egyptian, Oc~ ~, 1~ . 
Sailing Club sponsors regatta 
in memory of j'orrrter member 
The second Steve S!Jphie Cup 
Collegiate Sailing Regatta is 
scheduled for 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Saturday CIt Crab Orchard 
Lake. . 
The regatta is held in memory 
of Steve Sophie, who was 
commodore of the SIU-C 
f'ollel!iate Sailing Club from JIIII"""": -ir!S 
1978-/11. Sophie was a 1980 
graduate of SIU-C' and was 
killed in a motnrcyc1e accident 
Saturday's regatta will in· 
elude entries from SIU-C, the 
l'niversity of Illinois, North~rn 
Illinois, :\tarquette University, 
DePaul and Kent State 
universities 
.FRIDAV 
2-6 
Dos Equis S 1.00 
Mar'aritas $ 1.25 
Drafts $.50 
'-Close 
Heineken S 1.00 
Bombay Gin S I.Z5 
Golfers close season 
with 17th-place finish 
By Sherry Chisenhall 
Sport3 Editor 
The fall season ended on a 
sour note for the Saluki men's 
golf team. as it escaped from 
the Broad'Water Beach 
Collegiate tournaltlent in Biloxi, 
Miss., with a 17th-place finish 
-lmong 21 teams. 
The disappointing finish 
capped a roller-coaster season 
for Coach Mary Beth McGirr's 
club, which has been plagued by 
consistency problems. 
Mississippi State captured 
first in the tourney with 54-hole 
total of 881, followed by Baylor 
and Huntington College. 
The Salukis finished 74 
strokes back of the leader, with 
a three-day total of 955. SIU-C 
carded rounds of 321, 315 and 
319. 
Jlmior Kurt Wahl topped the 
Salukis with a 237, behind 
rounds of 83, 76 and 78 on the par 
72 course. Senior John Schaefer 
followed with a 239, carding 
rounds of 78, SO and 81. 
Tom Jones, also a senior, was 
three strokes behir_d Schaefer. 
Jones recorded an 78 but 
ballooned to an 81 and 83 for a 
242. 
Scott Briggs, the team's other 
senior, shot an 82 nnd an 86, but 
dropped six stroKes the final 
day for a 76 and a 246 total. 
Freshman Jay Sala sandwich(>{f 
a six-over-par 78 between 
rounds of 87 and 82. 
McGirr had no excuses for 
her team. 
"We played like Salukis. Like 
dogs," she said. "It was a fitting 
way to end the season, being 
hurt by the same thing that 
plagued us at the begining of the 
season. 
"We've had problems with 
mental errors, mental lapses 
HOCKEY from Page 28 
in the first game. They tied 
Virginia Commonwe .. lth 1-1 in 
rlouble-overtime to close out the 
trip. 
"We really dominated the 
Virginia Commonwealth 
game," said Illner. "We missed 
two penalty strokes and we 
'\'ere tired and couldn't 
generate any offense at that 
point." 
Illner is uncertain whether 
right back Nancy McAuley will 
play this weekend. McAuley has 
missed the last eight games due 
to a chipped bone on her ankle. 
The probable starting lineup 
for this weekend will be Sharon 
Leidy at left wing, Patty Lauer 
alleft inner, Terry Draffkorn at 
right inner and Jennifer Bartley 
at right wing. LE'idy leads the 
~CAC with 12 goals. Lauer is 
the team's No.2 scorer with 
seven goals. 
If McAuley doesn't play. the 
midfield will consist oC left link 
Nadine Simpson, center link 
Mary Beth Meehan and right 
link Sue Solimine. 
Jeanine Janos. Illner IS uno. 
certain whether Wasfey, who is 
f>eCond in the GCAC with 63 
saves, or Cuocci will start at 
goal. 
The Salukis can finish in 
second place in the GCAC if 
they can deCeat conference 
leader Southwest in the final 
conference game. Southwest 
has wrapped up the regular-
season title with a 5-0 record. 
SIU-C is 2-3 in the GCAC and 
Indiana State and Western 
Illinois are in last place at 2-4 in 
the four-team conference. 
Southwest, which defeated 
the Salukis 2-1 earlier this 
month, is sparked offensively 
by forward Linda Schachet with 
10 goals and three assists. 
Schachet is the third leadin~ 
scorer in the conference. 
The Bears' second and third 
leading scorers are forwards 
Joy Filiatrault with nine goals 
and Kris Kellams with seven. 
Kellams scored both goals in 
the win over the Salukis. 
and lack of confidence. It's not 
that we don't have the 
capabilities. 
"We can't do anything with 
rounds of 78 or SO. As a team, we 
certainly shouldn't be above 
310. Playing conditions weren't 
the best, b'Jt that's no excuse." 
Although the tournament was 
a disappointment for the coach, 
she isn't giving up on the club 
yet. 
"We've showed signs of good 
play this season," she saio. 
"We've just been up and down, 
with flashes of how we can play. 
I still feel like we can come back 
in the spring and have a good 
season, and that's when it 
counts." 
McGirr said the course at 
Broadwater Beach was long, 
made worse by two inches oC 
rain. 
"We aren't used to playing 
courses like that," she said. 
3-2 edge in their series with 
Southwest. 
It will be the first meeting 
ever between James Madison 
and the Salukis. James Madison 
'was ranked 19th in the nation 
two weeks ago before dropping 
out of the poll. 
James Madison has posted a 
2-3 record against five top 20 
teams. The Dukes have 
defeated Virginia and 
Maryland. They have lost to 
second-ranked Old Dominion, 
eighth-ranked Penn State and 
North Carolina. 
The Dukes are paced of-
fensively by link Chris Bauer 
with nine goals and two assists. 
I Joyce Metcalf, a forward, is the 
NO.2 scorer with four goals and 
four assists. 
Gina Kuta will start at goal 
. for James Madison. Kuta has 
allowed only six goals in 11 
~ames. 
Friday. 10/29/83. HI:OO·7:00 
Salurday. 10/29/83. 10:()()'5:00 
(tak. on. fr_ .... Ion on 
ecKhday.) 
No PUrc"CI. Nec ••• ary 
Newaat •• : '5.50 
Stud.nt.: '5.00 
715 S. University, Carbondale 529·5141 
OeVau"g Slr .. '. Marian 997·6481 
of Econom cs 
and Political Science 
A chance to :study and live in London 
JUnlor'year programs. Postgraduate Diplomas, 
One-Year Master's Degrees and Research 
Opportunities in the Social Sciences. 
The WIde range ot subjects Includes 
Accounhng and Finance e Actuanal SCience e 
Anthropology e Bu~mess Studies • Econom!cs e 
Econometncs • Economic History e European 
Studies • Geography • Government • Industnal 
Relahons • tnternahonal Hlstorv • Internallonal 
Relations. Law. Management Science. Operational 
Research • Personnel Management • Philosophy • 
Poputatlon Studies • Pohtlcs • Regional and Urban 
Plannmg Studies • Sea· Use Pohcy • SOCial 
Administration • Social Planmng in Developing 
Countries • Social Work • SOCiology • Social 
Psychology • Statistical and MathematICal SCIences • 
Systems Anaylsis. 
Appf,cahon blanks from 
AdmlsslOf1s Reglslrar, lSE. Houghton Street 
london WC2 2AE. England. slaMg whelher 
undergraduale Of pos.tgraduate 
LSE ____ --" 
The deCense will be anchored 
by sweeper Dore Weil, left back 
Mindy Thorne and right back 
Dani Courtney, who has made 
46 saves and registered eight 
shutouts, will starl at goal for 
the Bears. The Salukis hold a 5-
sqlxiiR ~ 
The American Tap 
ITS NO TRICK 
TREAnNG YOURSELF AT McDONAL~ 
Eating at McOonaIcfs Is to stop In to meet friends 
always a treat. EspeclaUy on • or Just show off their 
HalIoIoIieen! And all the . ~ I 
ts, !Ix>':Is and wtcked , 1ft: witches are invited ' 
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Harriers in pursuit 
of fourth MVC crown 
I 
Rv David Wilht'lm 
Starr Writt'r 
One goal down, two to go. 
That could summarize the 
men's cross country team's 
season. Coach Bill Cornell and 
his squad have enjoyed another 
banner season, but Saturday's 
Missouri Valley Conference 
Championships at 11 <l.m. in 
Peoria could represent another 
difficult challenge. 
CornE'1I set three goals for his 
harriers before the season. If 
winning the MVC crown occurs 
over the weekend, the second of 
these goals will have been at· 
tained. The first goal of winning 
the Illinois Intercollegiates was 
achieved two weeks ago. 
Cornell expects the winning 
tradition to continue SaturrJay. 
Of all the MVC schools, IlEnois 
State may be the only serious 
challenger for the Salukis. who 
are pursuing their fourth 
cl'nsecutive conference title. 
Despite not facing the Red· 
birds duriT'g the sea:oon, Cornell 
realizes their abihty. 
"I recognize the facts that 
they have some good track 
athletes and that tht:y pack 
their runners in," he said. "But 
we're confident that our top 
three runners can dominate the 
race. We feel like we have the 
race in the bag. It should be a 
fight for second between Illinois 
State and Bradley." 
The Redbirds arc ·,·Ii by Mike 
Kirk and Jim KI'1'!l'en. Kirk 
was last year's " I \ C track 
champion in the iftCbeor mile, 2· 
mile and the outdoor 1,500. He 
has run the 5-mile in 24:05. 
Knudsen was third in the indoor 
2-mile race last season. 
Cornell said Bradley, the host 
team, has three good runners 
who are capable of finishing in 
the top 10. "Their kids are 
ready," he said. 
Bradley Coach Jake Schoof 
thinks his Braves are prepared, 
too. 
"We're going to run a good 
race, because I feel that the kids 
really want to," he said. "They 
got a taste of it last year and 
have worked so hard for a good 
season this faH that I'm sure 
they don't want to spoil it with a 
bad outing on Saturday. This 
means a lot til them." 
The Salukis have three 
potential top 10 finishers in 
Chris Bunyan, Eddie Wed-
derburn and Mike Keane. David 
Behm will miss the race 
because of a slight leg injury. 
Cornell will take Bill Gustafson 
to Peoria to replace Behm. 
Cornell said the other teams 
~:~~?:.nt no threat to the 
"There's nobody else we have 
concern for," said CornelL "Not 
even Wichita State, who has 
always been a factor in the past. 
They are actually weak this 
year." 
Last week, a Harrier 
magazine poll ranked the 
Salukis sixth in the country. 
Despite being honored at heing 
ranked. Cornell expressed 
reservations. 
"I'm very happy." he said, 
"but I don't know how accurate 
it I the poll) is because there are 
lots of talented teams in the 
country. It makes you wonder 
how many tough teams there 
are that they haven't noted." 
Women's Athletics to sponsor 
road race and fun run Saturday 
Intercollegiate Athletics for 
Women is sponsoring the 
Carbondale Classic Road Race 
at 11 :30 a.m. Saturday, with 
proceeds going to lAW. 
The eight·kilometer road run 
and 2-mile fun run will be run 
simultaneously, with the start 
north of Woody Hall. 
The fun run allows for par-
ticipants to race in costumes. 
Costumes may be entered solo, 
in pairs or as a group. They will 
be judged and those picked as 
best dressed will be honored at 
McAndrew Stadium before the 
SIU-C football game with New 
Mexico State, which kicks off at 
1:30 Saturday. 
Prizes will be awarded for the 
top finishers in the 8K 15-mile) 
race. which is sponsored by Old 
Style and 7-Up. Age groups are 
19 and under, 20-24. 25-29, 30-34, 
35-39,40-44,45-49, 50-54. 55·59 and 
60 and over. 
Prizes go to the top three 
finishers in each age group, 
male and female. 
I':ntries after Oct. 24 will 
receive Carbondale Halloween 
Classic T-shirts while supplies 
last. 
Registration will be in the 
front lobby of Davies Gym-
nasium. Entries for the fun run 
close Saturday at 10:45 a.m., 
but 8K runners may register 
until 11 a.m. Entry fee for al1 
participants will be $5. 
Women's swimming Coach 
Tim Hill is the chief organizer of 
the race. Hill said the 8K run 
should be intense and the 
winning time wil1 probably be in 
the 25-minute range. -
The starting area will be at 
the corner of University Avenue 
and Lincoln Drive. The course 
moves west on Lincoln and 
turns right on Douglas, just past 
the Communications Building. 
The course will turn left at 
Smal1 Group Housing to the 
University Farms Road toward 
McLafferty Road. Runners will 
then turn left on McLafferty 
Road to Pleasant Hill and then 
again left, back toward campus. 
The course moves right on 
Douglas Drive, to Lincoln 
Drive, then left on Lincoln 
around University Avenue. 
Runners will turn right on 
University, to the finish line. 
Split times will be given at 
each mile mark in the BK. 
Water stations will be 
positioned at designated areas, 
and medical facilities will be 
available. 
More information is available 
at the Women's Athletics office 
at 536-5566. 
Busch 
12pk 120z. cans 
'499 
Black Tower 
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Sox' Dotson fined $500 
by AL for hitting batter 
CHICAGO (AP) ~ Chicago 
pitcher Richard Dotson has 
be~n informed by the players 
union that the American League 
has imposed a $500 fine for 
hitting Baltimore shortstop Cal 
Ripken with a pitch in Game 3 of 
the AL championship series. a 
spokesman for the White Sox 
~aid Thursday. 
Mark Belanger of the Major 
League Players Association ~ 
iron1cally, a former Baltimore 
shortstop himself - called 
Dotson at his Oakland. Calif., 
home to inform him of the fine. 
White Sox spokesman Ken 
Valdiserri said Dotson told him 
in a telephone call Thursday 
that he doesn't "consider the 
fine official until he sees i~ ;" 
writing." 
Valdiserri said the club had 
not been informed of the fine. 
but added the AL office is 
requirerJ only to notify the in-
dividuals and not the teams 
involved in such matters. 
The AL office in New York 
dE,clined comment on the fine. 
After Orioles starter Mike 
Flanagan hit White Sox out-
fielder Ron Kittle in the fourth 
inning of the Oct. 7 game. 
Dotson told reporters he madE: 
up his mind to hit a Baltimore 
batter in retaliation. 
"They have hit three of our 
batters during this series." 
Dotson said after the game. 
"Whether it has been on pur-
pose or not. you mllst retaliate. 
I had it well·planned when I hit 
him. " 
Now You Can Get A G.uaranteed 
I
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Harriers want improved GCAC finish 
n,· David Wilht'111' 
Siaff Writt'r 
Saturday will provide an 
opportunity for women's cross 
country Coach DOll DeNoon to 
see exactly how much his squad 
has improved throughout the 
season. 
The Salukis will play host for 
the second Gateway Collegiate 
Athletic Conference Cham-
pionships at 10 a.m. and hope to 
drastically improve on their 
last place finish of a year ag:J. 
All to conference schools will 
participate. 
Last year's winner. Illinois 
State. is'favored to win the meet 
again. The real battle should be 
for second place. according to 
DeNoon. 
Despite SIU-C being picked 
by GC AC coaches to finil'h in a 
tie for sixth. DeNoon remains 
optimistic. 
"If we have a really good day 
with our too five." DeNoon said, 
"we could finish as high as 
!;econd. With Lisa I Reimund) in 
there and seeing the im-
provement of the other athletes_ 
I can see us knocking off 
Western Illinois. Eastern 
Illinois, Southwest Missouri and 
Wichita State. If we had Sally 
I Zack) and if the kids per-
formed up to expectation, we 
could top Drake." 
Wichita State was picked by 
conference coaches to finish 
second. Drake, Southwest 
Missouri and Western Illinois 
were picked fourth, fifth and 
sixth. 
Zack, the harriers' top runner 
eRr-lier in the season, has not 
competed since Oct. 1 because 
of a' stress fracture. De~oon 
said he had h9ped she would be 
ready to run Saturday, but her 
doctor would not give her a 
release. If Zack had been able to 
run. DeNoon said, he would 
have expected her to run the 
race in about 1, minutes. 
DeNoon said the atmosphere 
around the team is a different 
one than it was throughout the 
season. 
"The team is excited for the 
meet much earlier than usual." 
he said. "I think they are very 
anxious to compete and prove 
themse'ves. They are very into 
themselves now. You can see 
them thinking, knowing the 
race is upon them. How they 
perform here depends on who 
goes to the regionals." 
The Salukis and Illinois State 
are the only conference teams 
that have competed on the 
course on campus, just south of 
Abe Martin Field. 
"It is a different type of 
course from what most schools 
are used to," DeNoon said. 
"How well runners cope with 
the change of terrain can have a 
lot of impact on the meet out-
come." 
DeNoon was ~mong the GCAC 
c'laches who polled Illinois 
State as the favorite at the 
meet. 
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selves more than we're making 
the other team beat us," she 
said. "We keep giving the other 
team more credit than they 
deserve. We're not starting our 
matches even,. we're actually 
giving other teams a few points 
before we start. That would 
probably be the case even if an 
intramural team came in here 
to play us." 
Hunter admitted playoff 
hopes are getting slim for her 
team. 
"The only way for us to 
control our own destiny now is 
to win the rest of our matches," 
she said. "We still wouldn't be 
guaranteed anything, we'd have 
to see what the other teams 
would do, 
"We'd be dependent on 
others. I can't make predictiOns 
about other teams, because I 
can't even say what our team is 
going to do." 
SIU-C will play two more 
conference matches over the 
weekend, and a loss in either 
would eliminate even a remote 
chance of a Fina, Four berth, 
The Salukis play host to 
Bradley at 7:30 p.m. Friday and 
Western Illinois at 4:30 
Saturday. Western is 2-3 in the 
GeAC, while Bradley is 1-3. 
Barring any major upsets in 
the remaining conference play, 
the strongest runners for the top 
four slots are undefeated 
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"Illinois State's times have 
been very consistent." DeNoon 
said. "Look at the times their 
kids are running. Three of their 
runners are in the top 10 fastest 
times in the ('onference. They 
should have five runners in 
hefore anyone else has three." 
As it was during the :.eason. 
DeNoon will once again I}e 
looking for individual im· 
provement. Last year at the 
conference meet, the best finish 
by a Saluki was 17th place. The 
next best was 23rd. 
"I told the athletes that a 
reasonable objective to run 
toward is to place in the top 25." 
DeNoon said. "If we put five in 
the top 25, I'd say we have 
dram ... tically improved. 
"Sometimes it becomes 
difficult to keep improving. I 
don't think we're at that (Xlin!. 
It just depends on how mentally 
tough the team gets." 
Performing on its home 
course doesn't necessarilv 
represent an advantage for the 
Salukis. 
"It doesn't make any dif· 
ference wi <:!re we're at,"-
DeNoon said. "There will be 
more f""liiy and parents' 
support. That can be positive or 
negative. Parents sometimes 
put more pressure on their kids. 
But sometimes they perform 
better when someone is wat-
ching them, personally." 
Saluki Lisa Reimund is 
considered a potential top 10 
Illinois State and Southwest 
Missouri, which put their 
perfect records on the line in a 
showdown Thursday night. 
Drake is 3-2 and is a strong 
contender for a bid, although a 
loss to Northern Iowa may 
come back to haunt the 
Bulldogs. Eastern Illinois is 
also in good position for a 
playoff spot. Ralston said her 
teams goal is to get into the 
playoffs, then to work on im-
proving last year's fourth-place 
finish. 
Northern Iowa may have a 
young team, but the Panthers 
own a 3-2 conference mark and 
will aiso make a run for the 
Final Four tournament. 
finisher by DcNO<ln. In addition 
to Reimund, other possible top 
10 runners are Illinois State's 
Sara Schumacher. Southwest 
Missouri's Lisa Einheuser. 
Western Illinois' Patty Murray, 
Drake's Sirpa Niemala and 
Kathy Schaller, Wichita State's 
Susan Hammock and Sara 
Yeager and Northern If'w'l's 
Sandy Elsberry. 
"I'm very encouraged by the 
progress the athletes r have 
made," DeNoon said "}. hope 
they're encouraged and that 
they believe they've had a good 
season. They should be satisfiec 
with what they've done. ", 
Halloween 
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For 
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Gridders aren't nptight,Dempsey says 
My Jim tna 
Starr Writer 
Amid the Halloween 
celebrations this weekend, the 
8-0 Salukis will have to keep 
their cool if they intend to hang 
onto their I-AA ranking when 
they play host to a 3-5 squad 
from New Mexico State at 1:30 
p.m. Saturday. 
"The players know that it 
wOIJld be a joke to be No. 1 for 
one week and get knocked off 
and not to be able to be there 
again," Saluki Coach Rey 
Dempsey said. "We want the 
other team to know we really 
are worthy of being No.1. When 
we were No.2, we told them 
'Let's play like a No.2 team.' If 
we don't block or tackle well or 
play hard, they're not going to 
respect us anyway." 
Dempsey, who will be ~ .. ~eking 
his 50th career victory at SIU-C. 
said he could tell the difference 
in his squad once it was named 
No. 1. 
"They Know that they have to 
play harder," Dempsey said. 
"They're not uptight. They're 
pretty serious about it." 
TilE TEr\:\1 IS very serious 
about its ranking and playoff 
possibilities. Halloween 
weekend is a wild time in 
Carbondale, and Dempsey is 
not taking a chance on his team 
being distracted hy the 
nightlife. 
"We're going to stay out of 
town on Friday night." Demp-
sey said. 
Dempsey said that this is the 
first time that he is doing this, 
and in the past his squads 
usually have played away 
games on Halloween weekend. 
Dempsey said he does not 
No.1 
want to anger the team's fans 
with the move. He said the 
players have handled the 
publicity of being No. I well, but 
MVC sclledule 
;\/t'w Mt'xico St. at SIU-C 
W. T('xas St. 
Indiana St. 
Wichita st. 
Western III. 
at Orake 
at Eastern m. 
at Tulsa 
at lIIinois St. 
he is trying to hold off one big 
distraction until after Satur· 
day's game. 
Life at the top of the ranking5 
becomes harder, because after 
a team is voted No. I, D('mpsey 
said that every game hecomes a 
little tougher. 
"Once you arc No.1." 
D('mpsey said. "('v('rybody 
comes ;Jt you. They r('ally point 
at you t,ecause th('y can get a lot 
of national r('cognition by 
beating you." 
See FOOTBALL, PaJ!~ 24 
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Staff Photo by Stephen Kennedy 
SIU-C's Granville Butler, right, and Ken. oster helped bring down ISU and its quarterback. 
Fielders hope to salvagewinning marh 
By Steve Koulos 
Student Writer 
After Wednesday's practice 
at Wham Field, the SlU-C field 
hockey team presented Coach 
Julee IIlner a birthday cake. 
Unfortunately, the Salukis have 
little to celebrate this year in a 
rebUilding season. 
The Salukis are 8-9-3 overall 
and are in danger of finishing 
with a losing record for only the 
third time in 15 seasons under 
IlIner. IIlner has posted a solid 
197-80-35 career record at SIU-
C. 
The Salukis could take a giant 
step toward avoiding a losing 
season by sweeping James 
Madison (9-6-1 overall> and 
17th-ranked Southwest Missouri 
State (12-2-2) this weekend at 
Wham Field. SIU-C will face 
James Madison at 4 p.m. 
Friday and Southwest at 2 p.m. 
Saturday. 
SIU-C will end the season the 
following weekend at the 
Gateway Collegiate Athletic 
Staff Photo by ScoU Shaw 
Pat Nicholson comes lin with a dig against Eastern illinois. 
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Conference Championships in 
Macomb. 
"Overall this has been the 
toughest regular-season 
schedule we've ever had," said 
Illner, whose squad has faced 
five teams that are ranked in 
the NCAA top 20. "It is a tough 
schedule for our team. Last 
year would have been ap-
propriate for this schedule." 
Last week the Salukis COln-
piled a 1-3-1 record on their East 
Coast trip. They held their own 
defensively in losses to 10th-
ranked North Carolina, 14th-
ranked Maryland and 16th-
ranked Virginia, which vaulted 
into the top 20 this week. 
No. 1 goalie Sandy Was fey 
was in the cage against North 
. Carolina and Maryland. Wasfey 
started against Virginia and 
. was relieved by No. 2 goalie 
Lisa Cuocci early in the second 
half. 
Illner was impressed with the 
Tar Heels and thought they 
were better than third-ranked 
Iowa. which defeated the 
Salukis 3-0 in the fourth game of 
the season. 
"In comparing the games I 
thought North Carolina was the 
better team," Illner said. 
"Maybe it was because we 
played Iowa early in the season 
and we played North Carolina 
later in the season. I thought our 
best-played game out East was 
against North Carolina." 
The Salukis' only victory was 
a 3-0 dedsion over Wake Forest 
See HOCKEY, Page 25 
Spikers get no relief frolll slUDlp, 
pounded by Eastern in three 
8y Sherry Chisenhall 
Sports Editor 
So much for the home court 
advantage. 
Contrary to what E:,lstern 
Illinois Coach Betty Ralston 
predicted, it didn't help the 
Saluki volleyball team at all. 
Coach Debbie Hunter's club 
played at home !or the flI'St time 
since Oct. 9, but watched hopes 
of a bid to the Gateway 
Collegiate Athletic Conference 
Final Four tournament grow 
even dimmer, as the Panthers 
swept the hapless Salukis in 
three straight games Wed-
nesday night at Davies Gym-
nasium. 
SIU-C is 0-3 in the GCAC, and 
to guarantee a bid to the GCAC 
championships the team would 
have to win its six remaining 
conference matchups. That 
schedule, Utough, includes a 
bout with GCAC ddending 
champion Illinois State, which 
is a favorite to repeat. 
Against Eastern Wednesday 
night, the already-weak Saluki 
attacking game was without the 
services of top hitters Chris 
Boyd and Linda Sanders. The 
Saluki blocking game also 
suffered, with the Panthers 
virtually pounding the ball into 
SIU-C's court at will. 
Eastern took the match 15-5, 
15-11 and 15-10 to leave SIU-C's 
season mark at 6-19. 
Hunter said the match was 
more of the same for her club. 
"It was pretty representative 
of how we've been playing," she 
said. "We're glittering at 
moments, and at other times 
our inexperience shows 
through. 
"We don't have two or three 
physically awesome hitters like 
Chris. Pat Nicholson has the 
tools to be one, but she's young 
and has ~ad her share of 
errors." 
Hunter said she could point 
out only 1''''"0 points in the match 
with Eastern that were 
disaPP'Jinting. The first was in 
game two when the score was 
knotted at 11, and the Salukis 
missed four serves in a row to 
give the match to the Panthers. 
The coach said she was also 
disappointed in her team's 
defensive movement, which 
hasn't progressed as she had 
hoped. 
"We're still playing outside 
the shadow of our blockers," 
Hunter said. We're staying 
inside the block." 
Hunter has likened her team's 
situation to a revolving door -
as soon as one problem is 
ushered out, another one always 
seems to pop up. 
"From a coaching standpoint, 
it's hard to know what to 
tackle," she said. "Hit's not one 
thing it's another. The team 
knows defeat better than 
anything else right now." 
A major characteristic of the 
Saluki club this season is that it 
has saved most of its opponents 
the trouble of having to win. 
"I'd say we're beating our-
See SPIKERS. Page 27 
